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TERRACE-KITIMAT 
TEHRAN (APt - -  Iran's 
37,-000 oil workers flocked 
hack to their jobs Tuesday, 
ending t,~ir crippling two- 
week strike against Shah 
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi. 
But troops opened fire on two 
anti.shah demonstrations 
west of here, killing at least 
three persons and wounding 
19, the official Pars news 
agency.reported. : 
The agency said the cam- 
oltlns occurred in Sonqor, 
west of Tehran, where 
~'otesters et fire to the 
offices and. home of the 
provincial governor. The 
deaths raised the known 
death toll ~rom clashes with 
security forces in the last 
three days to at least 23. 
Trool~ also fired into the 
air to disperse a crowd near 
the giant bazaar in Tehran. 
There were no official 
reports of injuries or arrests. 
In the past 11 months, an 
estimated 1,100 Iranians 
have been killed in anti- 
government disturbances. 
Conservative religious 
groups oppose the shah's 
attempts at modernizing this 
overwhelmingly Moslem 
society, while political oppo. 
uenia seek an end to his 37- 
year one-man rule and other 
governmental reforms. Both 
groups have called for the 
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shah's abdication. 
The National Iranian Oil 
Co. said that strike leaders 
agreed to order a return to 
work after receiving 
assurances from the shah, 
through" his representatives, 
i~,,,~ :, tlmt he-would bOw to ti~ir 
political demands. 
The demands were said to 
be the restoration ofcivilian 
government, release of all 
political detainees and an 
end to martial law, which 
had been imposed Sept. 8 in 
Tehran and 12 other cities to 
suppress a burgeoning wave 
of civil unrest. 
. . . .  ~ . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,  • 
in Terrace on Tuesday due to icy roads, 
(Dave Hamilton photo) 
t 
Peace talks continue 
Wednesday, November 15, 1978 
RUPERT STEEL & SILVAGE LlrB. 
wo buy 
COPPER .BRASS 
ALL METALS & BATTERIES 
MON,- SAT. 
OPEN TIL 6 p.m. 
Looation Seal OBVe Phone 624-683! 
Middle • Esnt::~.l~a. ce -- mest~,rnefni assessment of vice versa..We have to try to The main sticking point 
negotiators in Wuhl~ton the talks since the Camp tone down thee demands has been Egypt's insistence 
discussed oonflieting claims David peace accords were and me our influence." that a peace treaty with 
in the Sinai olllielda Tuesday signed in September. Sadst said he was sending Israel be bound to a corn- 
V ice -Pres ident  Hosni mitment on speedy talks 
while Egyptian and Israeli "I just don't know what Mubarak to Washington to over the future of both the 
governments wrestled with a will happen about it," Carter show "Egypt's deter- West Bank and Gaza, which 
United States prepooal to said. "We just pray that minatinn to reach a peaceful made the remarks attributed 
link a peace treaty to agreements will be solution of the Middle East to him in lsmailis so con- resolution of the Paleatinisn reached." 
issue, conflict." fusing. 
Confusion was injected "We are involved in 'the He refused to reveal the 
into .the peace treaty talks negotiations, but we cannot substance of the message Israel says the peace Amin Egyptian President make Israel accept the Mubarak is carrying to treaty should stand on its 
AnwarSadatwusropurtedto Egyptians' demands nor Carter. own. 
have told a closed meeting of 
his political party that the d treaty must be linked at least Canada considering o r  e r s  , the Gaza Strip, former 
Egyptian territo~. 
"I will not leave Gaza, it is 
troops saying.°Urs"'Sadatwasqu°tedusHe indicate , however, plight of refugees 
that Egypt was not so firm in Out its attitude to the West Bank OTTAWA (RP) --  Canada High Commission for relatives in Canada. 
of the Jordan River, former is willing to consider taking Refugees that Canada will Ear l ier ,  Immigrat ion 
NAIROBI tAP) _ Jordan territory and land some of the 2,500 Vietnsmeae consider refugees holding Minister Bud Cullen said in 
President Idi Amin an- claimed by the Palestiniann refugees crowded into the promise-of-visa letters the Commons that Canada is 
nnunced Tuesday that he has as a homeland, freighter Hal Hung off the handed out by Canadian offi- likely to be one of the first 
ordered the withdrawal of, Earlier, Sadut said the Malaysian coast, an ira- clala before the former South countries approached by the 
peace talks with Israel are migration department  Vietnamese government col- UN to helpwith the Hal Hung Ugandan troops from their "at 
two-week-old invasion of a turning point" and he spokesman said Tuesday. lapsed two years ago. refugees. 
Tanzania, But Tanzania was sending his vice- The spokesman said the Consideration also would he The governmentiswatiing 
vowed to keep fighting, president toWashington with government has told the UN given to refugees with to hear results of an in. 
"The struggle continues," a message for President Carter. vestigation i to the plight of 
said a Tanzanian govern- "We have reached a the refugees by the UN 
ment statement issued in iarning point," bonaid. "If SOME PEOPLE commission, hesaid. 
reply to Amin's an- the other side does not The Malaysian govern- 
nouncemont, respond, well, this will be WANT IT  ment last weekend ordered 
The withdrawal was an- nounued in a telegram to the their  responsibility before . J L£ / " IU  the Hal Hung to leave 
the whole world," Malaysian waters because it
Organization of African In Tel Aviv, Israeli  VICTORIA (CP)--City When pohce and believed those aboard paid 
Unity, the United Nations Foreign Minister Moshe police and firemen had to firemen failed to coax her money to a Hung Kong 
and the Arab League, Radio Dayan said the twosides had use ropes and ladders to down, four officers syndicate for their passage, 
Uganda said, made much progress in te battling climbed to the roof, the "I have decided to with- remove a The UN high commission 
,draw my armed forces to the five weeks of talks, but they drunken woman from the spokesman said. As they has classified the Viet- 
hadn't yet reached "the end top of a building at a local approached, the woman namese as refugees in 
recngnized border of Uganda of the road." brewery Tuesday mor- attacked them, biting, urgent need of help and 
and Tanzania in spite of the "We have ended the nlng. kicking and punching. Malaysia indicated Tuesday 
Provocations which earlier majoxon hetold reporters The officers had to tie it is taking another look at 
led them to Tanzanian after returning from the territory In an exercise of A spokesman said the her up and lower her over the situation. 
Washington talks. "Two 23.yearold woman the side of the building. their right of hot pursuit," Cullen noted the govern- 
Amin was quoted as saying, items are not accepted by us climbed a pipe to reach The spokmasman said ment announced last 
and i think about woare not the roof of the power the woman was taken to January it will take 50 
- accepted by the Egyptians." home, and was spotted by the city police Iorkup to refugee families a month YOUR II MenachemPrime MinisterBegin, who a watchman, sober up. from Cambodia, Lays and IT'S Vietnam. returned Monday from a 
NICKEL I canadisn and U's" visit' will 
Terrace municipal l promise dealing with the 
issue of linking the treaty to 
present he Israeli cabinet 
today with a U.S. tom- 
voters will have the op- 
portunity to question all 
nine candidates during a a settlement of the 
Palestinian question, which 
public forum in the B.E.M; Lee Theatre has caused the talks to bog 
Wednesday beginning at 8 down. i Egypt 's 'act ing Foreign 
p.m. Minister Boutros Ohali also 
Running for the three reiarned~CairoonTuesday 
spots open on council are for ~bfmultations. No formal 
five men tincluding the high-level talks were 
three incumhenis) and scheduled for Tuesday, but 
four women. They are U.S. and Israeli repre- 
Marguerite Clarkson, seniativns discussed claims 
Paul Johnston, Vic arising from the exploitation 
Joll iffe, Bob Cooper, by Israel of oil fields in the 
David Pease, Lil Fark- Sinai Peninsula. 
vain, A! Purschke, In a Washington TV in- 
Juahita Hatton and Lilly terview Monday night, 
Niolson. President Carter gave his 
IS CUT OFF 
Town await s 
supply drop 
YELLOWKNIFE, N.w.'r. the costs of the airlift, "Contractors and 
(CP) -- Anxious and depending on the outcome of businesses have been laying 
frustrated Froblsher Bay negotiations between Chimo peopleoffbecanseofthelack 
residenta arewaitingfor the Shipping and the federal of supplies," said Mrs. 
federal government tobegin government to determine Hodgkins, "No one is prepared to say an emergency airlift of liability for non-delivery of exactly how many are being 
essential food and other cargo. 
supplies this week. Residents wonder who will laid off because they don't 
The Arctic community's pay for other economic want a panic situation to 
residents fear officials will losses, develop." 
only airlift a token quantity 
Judge judged building supplies and other consumer goods that had 
been expected by ship last 
month. VANCOUVER (CP) --The city police officer who spoke 
Weather conditions inter- British Columbia Judicial to the judge shortly before 
rupted the delivery. Council began deliberations the incident testified Ben- 
Residents ay Ottawa has Tuesday into whether a drodtwashighlyintoxicated. 
ignored pleas to declare a provincial court judge who 
state of emergency and picked up a teen-age Trud 
order the Canadian Forces to prostitute should keep his can  
airlift all or most of the job. 
goods immediately. Chief provincial court .~ 
Judge Lawrence Goulet, prom.s  es  
"We feel very strongly council chairman, adjourned 
that if a state of emergency the hearinginto 
"  o.orab,  election had been decisred here, the armed forces could have duct" charges against Judge 
flown this stuff in as part of Erik Bendredt, 44, until OTTAWA (CP) --  Prime 
their manoeuvres," Anna Friday. Its recom- Minister Trudeau says be 
Hodgkins, chairman of the mendations tothe lieutenant- plans to shuffle his cabinet 
Frobisher Bay branch of the governor could be an- before the Christmas eason 
C¢~umers' Association of nounced then. is over and then lead the 
CAnada, said in a telephone Meanwhile, police said Liberalsin a federal election 
interview. Tuesday they will decide when Canadians have more 
"We have a large airstrip later this week if charges confidence in their future. 
here; we also have armed will be laid in a bawdy house "Things are looking good, 
forces facilities and the invastigation that led to the indeed, for the future," 
military have to do resignation of Chief Justice Trudeau told a news con- 
manoeuvres anyway," she JohnFarrla of the B.C. Court ferenne Tuesday. And when 
said. of Appeal.. ~ that slate of goodness is 
A planned investigation by reached, "we'l l  have a 
• "The. Canadian govern- the.;Judieial C0unc i lo f  f~Jeralelectiou." " 
•ment and armed forces are Cards ,  ordered by Justice He rcffised to pinpoint a 
excellent in helping other Minister Otto Lang, was date for the election, saying 
countries hould a disaster cancelled after Farr ls it will be held in a matter of 
occur, resigned. Police say his months, rather than days. 
name was found in a prosti- Trudeau's  f ive-year  
"Why couldn't we have a tuto's notebook, but Attorney mandate expires next. 
simple manoeuvre to General Garde Gardom said summer and he is expected 
Frobisher Bay with our he was not involved in any to hold a federalelection, his 
freight? It seems such a criminal activities, fourth as leader, in spring. 
simple solution." Bendredt has admitted ina The prime minister was 
Frobisher Bay, a com- statement o his hearing slightly morepreciseon the 
munity of about 2,400 Nov. I0 that ha picked up a timing of the cabinet shuffle. 
residents, is 2,048 air 19-yeareld prostitute outside It would be either before or 
kilometres north of Mon- a downtown hotel Oct. 18 for during the Christmas 
treal, the purpose of having sex. A season. 
Northern AffairsMinister Drugs said too weak 
HUGH Faulknsr promised al 
emergency airlift of 
Friday. essential supplies last to give real habit 
The crisis developed after VICTORIA (CP) - -  A Van- of dependence was their 
a vessel from Chimo Ship- couver doctor says opiates "belligerent and demanding 
ping Lines of Montreal ap- (mainly heroin) sold demeanor." 
patently was forced to leave illegally are so diluted that He said genuine heroin 
a Frobisher Bay channel on true addiction is almost usarsareusnaily non-violent 
Nov. 2 because of adverse ice impossible from their use. and are rarely seen in a 
and weather conditions. .Dr. R. G. Schulze, medical prison setting. 
The ship, A. C. Crosbie, officer at the Lower 
hadonly unloaded 1,200tons Mainland Regional " " "  " s~ 'ss ;n"  
of supplies before it went Correctional Centre in 
south to Montreal with the  Burnaby, says in a letter to 
remaining 2,-000 tons of the B.C. Medical Journal, 
that the main attraction,of l JpjLJ" I''wffi~lO41" cargo. the drugs is their illegality. 
Northwest Territories He said he examined 411 
government officials will.be admissions tothe prison who ~A -11 
at a deck in Montreal ater were identified as herein mU t in  U 
this week to co-ordinate the users, and although all said 
sorting and repackaging of they had nsed herela in the 24 TACOMA, Wash. tAP) - -  
goods from the the ship for hours before their ad- A Fort Lewis soldier who 
the airlift, mission, 406 had none or only vanished when his rented 
minimai signsofdepondonce plane crashed near the 
Frobisher Bay residents during withdrawl. Montans.Britink Columbia 
remain skeptical of Ottawa's Four had moderate signs border was found here 
efforts, of dependence and only one Tuesday, military officials 
"At this time we don't had marked ependence, he said. 
know what they will brip~g in said. None had severe with- Private Jay C. Turner, 18, 
!o~/Uv~,,he~ d tMl~ H~mgk~i drawl symptoms, and 396 sparked a wide-ranging 
said they had used psycho- search after the wreckage of 
only he sending 36 tons of active drugs other than the single-engine plane was 
supplies. If that's the case, heroin in the 24 hours before found near Fernie, in 
it's only a token gesture." being taken into custody, southeastern B.C. Nov. 5. 
Sebuise said one Listed as being absent 
Faulkser said his characteristic shared by 119 without leave, Turner is 
department will underwrite of those with few or no signs being held in Fort Lewis. 
Teachers' salaries in limbo 
Negotiations between determined provincial  
teachers and the board of average, he said. 
School District 88 for 1979 
salaries were left unresolved 
t the end of the conciliation 
period on Tuesday. 
"There was agreement on 
many points except salary 
arbitration," said Ted Wells, 
the board's secretary-  
treasurer. The teachers had 
asked for an 8.5 percent 
increase and the board of- 
fered them the un- 
means that we would be 
forced to piggy-back on the 
rest of the province. It would 
, The provincial average not give us any inpot into the 
will be determined when all local decision which should 
school districts in the he based on local con- 
province complete all ,b ary ditions," said Ken Morton, 
negotiations. The deadline chairman of the Terrace and 
for the completion of D is t r i c t  Teachers '  
negotiation is Dec. 31. Association agreements 
Teachers met Tuesday committee. 
night to/...declde how to He said one of the con- 
proceed with the arbitration ditions which affect local 
hearings, teachers is that teachers 
"We cannot accept the here have the lowest pay 
board's offer because it scale in the zone. 
"The dilferenee at some 
points is as much as five 
percent and we therefore 
believe we have a good case 
to present o the arbitration 
hearing," he said. 
He said traditionally ar-. 
bitration boards have been 
sympathetic to catch-up 
arguments. The provincial 
average will not provide for 
any catch-up argument, he 
said• 
The original formula 
asked for by teachers was 
13.8 percent. This was based 
on the cost of living index 
which resulted in an 9.8 
percent increase, a" two 
percent increase as a share 
in the provincial GNP and a 
two percent catch-up figure 
to the rest of the zone. The 
teachers agred to reduce 
their demands to 8.5 percent 
during the conciliation 
period. 
• 'We don't consider our 
demands unreasonable and 
we are concerned that the 
boards negotiator was un- 
willing to offer us a specific 
percentage. We have had 
some very meaningful 
negotiations and we have 
agreed on 13 items which we 
have asked for," Morton 
said. 
He said that going to ar- 
bltration hearings will be the 
beat deal for teachers. The 
arbitration hearings' will be 
held between Dec. 2 and Dec. 
31. The board has until Jan. 
31 when the first pay cheques 
are issued under the new 
agreement, 
~t ' B ,  . * *  * 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 635-6576 
Store Hours: Tues,- Sat, 9 a.m,-5:3O p,m. 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m. CLOSED MONDAY 
TRIED TO WALK 
He'd rather take train 
VICTORIA ICP) -- A abandon passenger service time to present a brief quit 75 kilometres north d 
twisted khee forced on the line'Dec. 13. CP Rail is Wednesday to a Canadian Victoria. 
politician Lyle Kahl to the parent company of the Transport Commission "I was making about 30 
liscontinue Monday his pro- railway, which links Victoria appeal hearing on the CP miles (48 kilometres) a day 
test walk along the 224-kilo- and Courtenay on the Rail decision, said.until "Butthat Mondayhappened'"l o lyhe 
metre Esquimalt and eastern shore of Vancouver miles (~0 
Nanaimo Railway line. Island. Kahl, 39, said he twisted made 13 
Kahl, Social Credit MLA HestartedfromCourtenay his knee on a crosstie Sun- kilometresl innine hours o l 
for Esquimalt, is protesting Thursday and had hoped to day. The injury worsened thought I'~ better see a doc- 
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FOR SCHOOL BOARD 
It's budget time again 
School District t~ board 
members are working on the 
1979 preliminary budget but 
no final figures have been 
released because at this 
stage it is all guess work, 
said Ted Wells, secretary- 
treasurer. 
Wells said the budget 
outline will become more 
concrete after Nov. 31 when 
the board will know .what he 
provincial government's 
grant structure will be. 
The final budget must be 
fi=dshed by Feb. t5 and will 
be returned to the board on 
April 2n with any recom. 
mendations from the 
department of education, 
The budget deadline is May 
l. 
The board discussed the 
budget at its regular meeting 
on Monday because previous 
budget meetings had to be 
cancelled due to peer travel 
conditions on the highway 
after the recent flooding. 
The meeting on Monday 
lasted about four hours. 
because it was the first time 
trustees were able to meet 
since the flooding began. 
The board approved a 
"~.  • :•  :~- i~ , ;>~ • • . / : ,  ~ "  
Terrace Chamber of Commerce will raffle a snowmobile Saturday. 
George Bertleff of and Tom Staebell, Only one of these 
Northline Sales (left; Terrace Equipment snowmobiles, an Arctic 
Mike Tindall and Nell Sales, display the prize in Cat or a Ski.doe will be 
Mathesnn of Terrace the chamber's raffle to be given as a prize. Tickets 
Chamber of Commerce drawn on Nov. 25. ~re available at the 
chamber of commerce 
display in the Skeena 
Mall on Saturdav or from 
any member " of the 
chamber. 
COURT NEWS 
Miles Nisyok, age IB, was 
given a suspended sentence 
and placed on two years 
probation when he appeared 
for sentencing by Judge 
Darrall Collins on a charge 
of possesMon of stolen 
property in Terrace 
provincial court Tuesday. 
Nisyok was charged in 
New Aiyamh after a 
teacherage was broken into 
on July 13. He was found 
guilty after a trial. 
Chamber  
elects 
Cooperation praised officers 
ROd Cox was elected 
president of the Terrace and 
David Metzmeir was 
sentenced topay a fine of $50 
after he pleaded guilty to a 
charge of drinking while 
under the age of 19. He was 
charged on Oct. 28 after 
police discovered him in a 
car at the Woolworth's 
~rk!ng lot. 
,~ court case involving the 
department of fisheries and 
CanCel has been rescheduled 
for trial on Feb. 12 to t3. 
CanCel was charged by the 
department of fisheries with 
putting logging debris in a 
stream two years ago. The 
case was adjourned when the 
provincial court judge 
hearing the case in Terrace 
provincial court decided to 
wait for the outcome of a 
similar case before the 
Supreme Court of Canada. 
That case may set a 
precedent in the local case 
involving Twiuriver Timber. 
Co-operation between the 
public and the provincial 
emergency program (PEP) 
during the recent flooding 
was fantastic, said Ted Ncal, 
provincial director of PEP. 
People in the affected 
communities howed an 
• admirable spirit by working. 
toge.ther in':a positive and 
construCti~;'e manner, he 
said. 
Jim Stott, regional 
director, said that PEP 
received about 1,500 calls 
during the crisis period of 
"The telephones were had been cut off by damaged "Our main objectives are 
given a thorough workout," roads, preserving life, maintaining 
he said. Neale said the disaster health, providing sufficient 
here was the most wide- comforts and restoring 
PEP's first requirement •spread emergency PEP has things to normal as rapidly 
was to assess the need and handled in several decades, as possible," he said. 
the damage in stricken areas PEP has been involved in 890 PEP is under the ministry 
like Copperside Estates, emergencies, including of the provincial secretary 
Lakelse Lake, Old Bemoand missing aircraft, from and travel industry. 
New Remo. The basic, need JandaiT to•Sept(~mber this Operations here are now 
in theseareas Was to dry0ut y~ar. Last year there •were returniug, to normal, said 
basements and PEP ordered 575 emergencies, Neale said. Stott. 
a shipment of pumps and PEP was begun primarily "Teams who were on hand 
industrial propane heaters, as a civil defense program to satisfy the immediate 
said Stott. • but its role has changed over needs of flood victims have 
Another immediate the last few years. It now now returned to regular 
requirement i  the area was handles civil emergencies, duty," he said. 
the storm and there was 
ssmnetimes an .' average of 
on~ call per minute while 
program personnel worked 
16 hours a day. 
Stott will remain in 
Terrace for several more 
days and he can be reached 
at 635-6254. Provincial 
emergency program pumps 
and propane heaters will 
continue to be available as 
required, he said. 
The staff of PEP have 
expressed their appreciation 
for all the help provided by 
the local volunteers and the 
team spirit that was 
displayed during the 
emergency period. 
District Chamber of Com- 
merce on Tuesday during a 
luncheon meeting. George 
Clark was elected 1st vice- 
president, Peter Chettle was 
elected 2nd vice-president 
and Juanita Hatton was 
elected treasurpr 
New directors 
chamber are Jim McEwan, 
Willie Schneider, Derek 
Francis, Jim McKay, Judy 
• Jefferson, Jinny Lowrie, 
Wayne Harris, Gordon Smith 
and Rick Wilmot. 
The seereiary will be 
appointed at the installation 
meeting in January. 
Don Watson,. president of 
CanCel, will be the guest 
speaker at a chamber of 
commerce dinner in the 
Lakelse Hotel at 7 p.m. on 
Thursday. The  dinner is 
scheduled as a social event 
and all members and in- 
terested persons are urged to 
attend. It begins at 6:30 p.m. 
request from Bill Sturn, Campagnolo, Skeena MP, 
principal of Caledonia Sr. into the classroom to discuss 
Secondary School, to allow federal government. 
politicians into the school to The board agreed to allow 
discuss governmentbusiness Caledonia to apply for 
with students of Social participation in the Open 
Studies It. Sturn said h'e •House Canada Exchange 
wanted to invite civic of- Program. The two possible 
ficiais into the classroom to communities involved are 
talk about municipal Quebec City and Trois River 
government and lena in Quebec. 
"INVITES" you to attend 
our "CHRISTMAS SHOW" 
on November 19 from 
12 noon - 
5:00 p.m. 
Wide Variety of Christmas 
Items Will Be Displayed. 
20% discount on all 
orders placed on this day. 
191 HAISLA BLVD. Kitimat 
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to get food, fuel and medical There are 20,000 people 
supplies into isolated areas, registered with PEP. There 
Two ;people were flown to are 300 aircraft and 1,000 
Mills Memorial Hospital volunteer pilots available to 
through PEP because they the program, he said. 
An election budget 
or tightened belts ? 
OTTAWA (CP) -- With 
a federal election at least 
half a year away, Finance 
Minister Jean Chretien 
faces less immediate 
political pressure in this 
week's budget than in his 
so-called spring pre. 
election budget. 
Although the election 
expected to follow the 
April I0 budget never 
came, its influence in 
shaping Chretien's ap- 
proach to the economy 
was unmistakable. 
Main feature of the 
spring budget was an 
arrangement with all 
provinces except Alberta 
allowing them to reduce 
their sales taxes for a 
short time-six months 
for most. Alberta has no 
sales tax. 
Chretien'sald then the 
measure was the fastest 
possible way to get 
spending power to con- 
sumers'and help the 
sagging economy quickly. 
This time Cbretien 
must anticipate where his 
budget will take the 
economy by spring and 
early summer. 
He says the budget will 
focus on short-term 
economic strategy~ but 
there is less need now~ 
than in April for. 
measures which will go 
into effect instantly. 
A reduction in personal 
income taxes, for in- 
stance, even if Chretien 
made it effective im- 
mediately, would take 
several month.', tohave a 
visibile effect on 
economic act iv i ty ,  
Assumming such a tax 
cut encouraged more 
spending, it probably 
would take several 
paycbeques before 
consumers began to see 
enough of a difference in 
weekly earnings to 
change buying habits. 
There would be another 
lag while businesses 
adjusted to the stimulus 
and a further interval 
before the difference 
would show in economic 
indicators. 
In October, 1977, the 
government announced it 
would cut income taxes 
by St00 for low-and 
middle-income earners 
during the first two 
months of 1978. Chretien 
later admitted the 
measure did not 
stimulate the economy as 
he had hoped. 
This will be Chretien's 
third attempt to en- 
courage conomic health 
through a budget. 
Some observers have 
called the government's 
spending res t ra in t  
program of three months 
ago an economic move of 
budget proportions-- 
making this week's effort 
Chretlen's fourth major 
initiative. 
The two most visible 
economic ndicators have 
changed little since 
Chretien's appointment 
as finanqe minister in 
September, 1977. 
Unemployment, ow 6.2 
per cent of the labor 
force, stood at 0.3 per cent 
when Chretien tabled his 
April budget and 6.3 per 
cent for last fall's mini- 
budget. 
The cost of living, 
which now is rising at an 
annual rate of 8.6 per 
cent, was increasing at 
8.8 per cent last October 
and was 8.7 per cent in 
April. 
The dollar, now trading 
at about 85 cents on in- 
ternational currency 
markets, compared to its 
U.S. counterpart, was 
worth93 cents U.S. a year 
ago and 87.5 cents U.S. in 
April. 
The Bank of Canada 
lending rate, which is the 
rate at which that central 
bank lends money to the 
chartered banks, now is a 
record 10.75 per cent. 
Last April it was 8.5 per 
cent and in October, 1977, 
it was 7.5 per cent, its 
lowest in three years. The 
central bank rate usually 
sets the standard for all 
interest rates. 
The combined effect of 
a weak currency and high 
interest rates is usually a 
sluggish and uncertain 
economy. Businessmen 
do not want to borrow 
money for plant ex- 
pansion or new in- 
vestment because they 
will have to repay more in 
interest. Consumers put 
off major purchases such 
as houses and appliances 
in hopes of cheaper 
borrowing rates later. 
For both groups, the 
cost of imported goods-- 
from fresh vegetables to
industrial components-- 
jumps each time the 
dollar loses a fraction of a 
cent of its buying power 
abroad. 
Some economists 
predict hat both Canada 
and the United States are 
headed for a recession. 
Government spending 
restraint has been an 
underlying refrain m 
federal budgets for the 
last three years. But 
Prime Minister 
Trudcau's Aug. ! promise 
to trim expenditures by 
$500,000 this year and $2 
billion next year puts new 
emphasls on this lacier. 
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The l ight side 
of this world 
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio 
(AP)  --  Conrail, don't blow 
your train whistles in 
Middletown! 
Sheldon Strand, city law 
director, says the city will 
enforce its anti-whistle or- 
dinance, since the Ohio 
Supreme Court decided not 
to review Conrairs appeal. 
The ordinance providea 
iS0. penalty for engineers 
Who :blow .their whistles. 
unless there is an 
emergency. 
WILMINGTON, Ohio tAP) 
-- Wilmington College will 
observe the 50th anniversary 
Saturday of Mickey Mouse. 
Crackers and eheese will 
,be served free of charge, but 
Mickey would not have been 
-one to approve the main at- 
traction at the college 
theatre. It is Agatha 
Christie's The Mousetrap. 
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. 
(AP) --  The bird'a nest 
needed to be moved about 20 
metres, but it took local, 
state and federal officials, a 
telephone company, an 
electric utility and a 
ferryboat operator to do it. 
The nest of an osprey, or 
fish hawk, and was beloved 
, to be the first one built in 
Southern California in 45 
years. 
After obtaining clearance 
from the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, the California 
Coastal Commission, the 
county Harbor Patrol and 
the city of Newport Beach, 
the 10-pound nest was moved 
Monday to a 25-metre pole 
donated by Southern 
California Edison Co. 
Watching with interest 
was Dr. Robert Levis, the 
female osprey's reluctant 
host until the move. 
The osprey, with a 
wingspan of about IV~ 
metres, first built her nest 
atop the mast of Levis' 
schooner, Samarang, and 
the radiologist said the 
dubious honor was costing 
him about $1,500 a month. 
"With the nest there I 
couldn't even take the boat 
out for a sail," he said. He 
also had to pay a fee for a 
mooring he no longer:, 
needed, another fee for a 
shoreside slip he couldn't use 
and his monthly payments 
on the boat. 
Absent at Monday's 
proceedings was the bird, 
and biologist Paul Kelly said 
"all we can do is wait and see 
if she accepts the nest in its 
new location." 
= LONDON {AP) -- llltyd 
Harringten was greeted with 
cries of "at your service" 
and "see how he flushes" 
when he rose in the Greater 
London Council to propose a
memorial to Victorian 
plumber Thomas Crupper, 
inventor of the toilet. 
Harrington told council 
Crapper had helped put 
millions of Londoners at 
their ease and his deeds 
should be commemorated. 
The Crapper flush water 
closet, perfected in 1885 and 
blessed by the Royal Family 
when one was installed for 
Queen Victoria, ia the model 
for almost all later models. 
The inventor was a York. 
shireman who walked from 
Doncaster to London in 1848 
to peddle his invention. By 
1885 he had invented the first 
U-bend pipe and a wall-hung 
lavatory which flushed by 
what he called remote 
control. 
Harrington's problem in 
having a plaque erected is 
his inability to find the 
King's Road shop where 
Crappe," set up business. The 
area was bombed out in the 
Second World War. 
"Whadd~er mean, it's only a model? How much 
b,gger d'you wanna build it?" 
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"Inflation's getting so bad, the politicians don't pass the buck anymore --- the), pass 
the two.dollar bill~" 
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<i ! THE SAME.., TO L.E l/ES 
Sovereignty -independence 
lrulleopllon(; and Qtlc- 
beCois ihruugh his 
father." 
Despite his faith in 
political sovereig~lty, ile 
premier.con.cedes that 
some francophones will 
leave Quebe~ if the prt!v- 
ince becomes m- 
dependent--just a  
Loyalists left the United 
States to settle in Canada 
after the American 
Revolution. 
A Quebec edition of the 
book is to be released next 
week by Les Editions 
Quebec-Amer!que, . ,. 
com~atl2t" pr~}denL ,.'i J,.:.;~.:%. 
Jacqbes' ..',,iFiQr.t in.,L ~ gtid-i 
Tuesday. 
tie said there weald bc 
major differences bet- 
ween the two editions, 
with the Quebec version 
containing 240 pages 
instead of the 300 in the 
European edition. Much 
of the background in- 
cluded for a Europ~n 
audience will be deleted. 
MONTREAL (CP~ -- 
Premier Rene Levesque 
says there is no essen<~ , 
difference betwe'~n 
,sovereignty"--the term 
preferred by the Parti 
Quebecois to describe 
what it wants for Que- 
b3~SdfU~UeFe. "~a! : r4~, ' .  " 
has recently de¢linea . 
use. 
In La Passion du 
Quebec, a book published 
in Paris this month and 
based on a series of in- 
terviews with journalist 
JeanRobert Leseibaum, 
the premier says use of 
one word or the oiher is 
simply a matter of taste. 
He reiterates that any 
type of self.government 
for Quebec should be 
accompanied by some 
sort of economic 
association with Canada. 
But in one section sure 
to raise controversy, 
Levesque is quoted as 
saying that Quebec might 
be forced to act unilate- 
rally if Ottawa refuses to 
negotiate independence. 
Although the PQ party 
program calls for such 
unilateral ction as a last 
resort, Levesque has 
lately been.hesitant to
state the case in .those 
teems.' ... " .... "' 
He has told the national 
assembly repeatedly that 
his government will seek 
only a "mandate to 
negotiate" with Ottawa in 
the independence 
referendum expected in 
late 1979~or early I~10..,,,:.. 
When" r pt'essed to  say' ~ :' 
what would happen if 
English Canada refused 
to negotiate, the premier 
has been evasive, reaffir- 
ming his faith in Canada's 
"democratic principles" 
and telling questioners 
that Ottawa would surely 
negotiate. 
Most observers have 
interpreted this us an 
attempt to win over nun- 
separatist upport within 
quebec, while still cling- 
ing tothe party's, ultimate 
goal at independence. 
Levesque says in the 
book that time is on the 
side of the Parti 
quebecois, because the 
younger generation is 
more committed to 
sovereignty than the 
older generation. 
And, he says, the people 
who were committed to 
quebec independence 
when they were young are. 
remai~ng' i4oyal to .the. ~. 
idei~. .i~ ~:~-• .' .' : 
Levesque argues that 
Prime Minister Pierre 
Trudeau was never eally 
'*rooted" in Quebec's 
culture because one of his 
parents was English- 
speaking. 
"He was half Scottish 
and anglophone through 
his mother, and half 
PETROCANADA DEAL 
Takeover is intervention 
CALGARY (CP) -- federal government one industry 
PetroCanada's proposed would approve, par- spokesman described the 
takeover of Pacific ticularly at this time, an transaction as a 
Petroleums Ltd. is in- investment in the private "tragedy." 
tervention by the federal sector of the Canadian "I don't know why the 
government in the resource industry." government feels it has to 
petroleum industry's Coleman said Petro- pump money into 
affairs, say some in- Canada's action also may something that should, 
dustry crlUes, have adverse ffects on and could adequately be 
"This purchase by the Canadian dollar in handled by private en- 
Petro-Canada will not add foreign exchange terprise," he said. 
any new reserves of oil or markets ince it involves "l think we can all look 
natural gas to Canadian a United States for some fur to fly bet- 
inventory," said R,B. shai'eholder, ween the feds and Blair 
Coleman, president ofthe Pacific directors and on this one," hc said. 
Independent Petroleum officials will meet here referring to Robert Blair, 
Association of Canada Thursday to consider a president of Alberta Gas 
(IPAC). Petro-Canada offer for Trunk Line Ltd. 
the remaining 52 per'cent Alberta Gas sue- 
He questioned the of Pacific shares, cessfuily blocked Petro- 
benefit o Canada of the However, Petro- . Canada's bid to take over 
'$1.4 billion transaction Canada said it would not Husky Oil Ltd. earlier this 
and' suggested it would proceed with a merger or year. 
have been better spent on amalgamation with Ed Zederayko. director 
stimulation of frontier Pacific, which has 428 and vice-president of 
exploration, oil sands service stations from Gordon Securities lad., 
development orheavy oil Manitoba to British said the Petro-Canada 
projects. Columbia, unless the purchase price of $65.02 a
"lPAClshathsurprised move is supported by share Is a sound in- 
and concerned that the Pacific directors, vestment for both sides. 
ACID IN THE AIR 
.*,mm~etl-..,mt I # ____=i ra  
"Nobody is being stung 
on this deal," 
Even before Pacific's 
oil discoveries in the west 
Pembina area of west. 
central Alberta last year, 
the industry felt the 
market price was not 
reflecting the asset value 
of Pacific shares, he said. 
Blair said Petro- 
Canada's bid is a positive 
factor in strengthe~dng 
Canadian presence in the 
petroleum industry. 
The takeover would add 
to tile number of joint 
ventures Alberta (;as has 
with Petro-Canada. 
While he was cencerl~cd 
about the calibre of the 
management of the 
partner 'companies and 
"who is calling the 
shots," Blair said he is 
not apprehensive that the 
projects would be in- 
terrupted by Petro: 
Canada's moves. 
ha d ai f 11" g' "It's a r r na  a i n  
WASIIIN(iTtil'~ AI'~ -- ~:hofield, a Corneil Uni- acute in the Hcauda- smcllersandautomobih't~ 
Scientists say man's versity biologist, navlan countries, and di:-charging nitrogen 
appetite for fossil fuels Norman Glass, a increasingly so in the oxides a~d sulfur oxi,.b,s 
has spawned a new research scientist at the northeastern U.S. into the air. Through 
menace to the en- U.S. Env i ronmenta l  Some scientists complex chemical re- 
vironment-- acid rain. Protection Agency, be- speculate these regions actions in . the al- 
Rain bearing nitric and lieves the threat will are the hapless victims of mosphere, the zxldes are 
sulfuric acids is killing worsen as the United global atmospheric wind changed into .nitric ,nd 
fish, eating away at States hifts more to coal currents dumping the sulfnric acids whicb their 
buildings and threatening Ior its power plants, acidic fallout of pollution fall to earlh in rain, snow 
to destroy the delicate Coal exhausts include spewed into the skies and fin,, debris. 
balance of nature in lush sulfur oxides, whichalong from industrialized and 
forests, some scientists with nitrogen oxldesZ is populated areas hundreds l.ittle {S known el the 
say, believed to be the cause of of ktlometres away. ntagnilude ofthe threat In 
"From what we know. acid rain. Sehofield, Glass and man and his. surrolm- 
it's certainly a very No one seems to know tither scientists ay acid dings. The effects of achl 
serious problem in sen- why. hut the problem of rain begins with fossil- rain ;ire ItOI easily ,le 
.~itive areas," suld Carl acid rain is especially fueled power plants, tected, 
,~ i , l¢ l IN ,  m - - . ~  - -  
OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICI4ARD JACKSON 
• I 
(ITr:'-.','(A Look at'them documents it -- in use of 
and weep, they're that government planes, private. 
trains, and exercise of other 
pathetic. 
Listen to them and laugh perks and privileges. 
- not that they're Agriculture Minister Gene 
comedians, except by ac- Whelan, p ro fess iona l  
cident sometimes -- they're country bumpkinwho makes 
that hopeless and helpless, a career of mangling the 
They're the English- Queen's English to show how 
s aking representatives in close to the land he is aa an 
pe . • ' Essex County Tomato Prime Mmlster Trudeaus 
"French Power" Cabinet. grower. 
And it is "French Power", Warren Ailmand ;of 
because members ofCabinet Consumer and Corporate 
who stand out for their Affairs, remember him 
energy and enterprise, when he was a "bleeding 
imagination and initiative heart" as Solicitor General, 
are Quebeckers and New the weeping,abolitlonist, and 
Brunswick's Romeo now almost the invitible 
Leblanc. man? 
Norman Cafik, .' There are a couple of dull 
ones, Marcel Lessard of Multicultural Minister who 
Regional Economic Ex- has just about vanished Into 
pansion,, and Jean.Pierre a self-made cipher. 
Goyer who, to give him his Hugb Fauikner, Minister 
t':i'~!::~l peculiardUe' s colorfUlway, in his own 
But then there are the 
: i stars: Trudeau, deify or 
~ i  detest him, he still glitters. 
Marc Lalonde, his shadow 
and Minister of State for 
! FedcraI-Provin.cial 
[ Relations. 
Finance Minister ,lean 
Chretien, likable, earnest, 
hard-struggling optimist in 
the economic glomn not of 
his making. 
Welfare Minister Moniquc 
Begin, with guts enough to 
stand off Cabinet efforts to 
include pensioners in tbe 
current mood of "restraint", 
and to ask Trudeau, straight 
out, if now, after II years, he 
was still the matt o lead the 
Liberals. 
Andre Ouellet, Minister of 
Urban Mfairs and Acting 
Minister of Labor, the 
handsome, talented "Mr. 
Fix-it" in the broken-down 
Ti'udeau ministry~. 
Postmaster ~enei'al Gilles 
Lamontagne, former mayor 
of Quebec City, first PMG to 
dare face up to hooligan 
control of the Post Office. 
Solicitor General Jean 
Jaeque Rials, who, where 
others gave up, still hangs on 
to a semblance of control of 
the ever-convulsive crime 
of Indian Affairs and Nor- 
thern Development," :iia 
another of the nonentities so
undistinguished as to be 
almost faceless. 
National Defence Minlater 
Barney Oanson, busy 
-mczlernizing" the critically 
undermanned and un- 
derequipped Forces, not by 
beefing up weakened 
fighting units and acquiring 
new weaponry but by 
opening Royal Military 
College and pernaps ome 
front line battle posts to 
women. 
Judd Buchanan, Public 
Works Minister from Lon- 
don, Ontario, insurance 
capital of Canada, and trent 
man for those interests 
pushing for a means test for 
pensioners. 
John Roberts, Secretary of
State from Toronto where 
Liberals have become an 
endangered species and .as 
the Conservatives kid him, 
even the game laws won't 
save him on the killing 
ground of the next election. 
Anthony Chisholm Abbott, 
Minister of Small Business, 
so inactive as to be all but a 
stranger to the House of 
Commons. 
Jack Homer, Trade 
Minister, turncoat Tory who, 
and punishment and in- hi~.fellow-Albertans swear, 
i telligence~and .. espionage otRranks.Trudeau onTtheir 
Commuuications, at least a 
physical adornment in an 
uninspired Parliament. 
But those English- 
speakiug members of 
Cabinet. Ugh. 
Otto 'Granny" Lung, 
Minister of Transport, of 
Justice, Attorney General 
and would-be Prime 
Minister, star free-loader of 
Cabinet -- Haosard 
So who among the English 
t,iberal ministers command 
some respect? 
Treasury Board President 
Robert Andras still fighting 
a gutsy rear-guard eolian 
agaimt the spineless "Big 
Spenders" of the ministry, 
And Fitness Miniater lena 
Campagnoio, "The Iron 
Lady", commanding of beth 
appearance and presence. 
I I II I 
THINK SMALL 
BY JIM SMITH 
m ml  m,  I I 
A long. long time ago -- 
~o hmg ago that there was ao 
inch creature as income tax 
and the mail did go throngh 
¢honest} -- the men who ran 
a younger version of this 
country recognized that ver.v 
little industr)' was being cre- 
ated here. After considering 
matte rs. they discovered that 
lnOM ilelllS'~ere heingnlantl- 
facturcd abroad and import. 
cd into Canada. So they set 
up tariffs to hurt intports. 
l'he foreign manufactur. 
,.'r~ then fouJld thai they 
~ouid no lon~er export their 
goods intn Canada s cheaply 
as they could he produced in 
Canada. So these foreign 
ntamnfaeturers bt,ught out 
Canadian industries and set 
tip operations within Cana. 
alan borders. 
fhese spin.offs from tile 
t'oreign co m p a n i e s existed 
for only one reason: to ser. 
vice tile Caoadian market. 
Almost w i t h o u t exception. 
they worked from product 
designs ubmitted hy the for- 
cign head office and sold all 
of their input within Canada. 
tlad it not been for the tariff 
v, alls. these firms would not 
have been producing in 
Cauad:t. 
G r a d u a I 15' t hc.~e finns- 
which were only reluctant 
Canadi:nl citileus - i)egan to 
~pread a pecnliar ideology.. 
Specifically, they claimed 
that fmeign-owned branch 
plants - then|sekes .- were 
good fi)r Canada because 
they were part of the world's 
most inm~vative corporationg 
Because of these branc[I 
plants the hr:mch plants 
clauned -. Canadi:ms could 
hily the ~tlrld'~ in,ist tech- 
nicaily advanced products. 
The Canadian public 
bought the story. Eventual- 
ly, as it happened, we began 
to believe that Canadian- 
owned companies are less in- 
novative than foreign-owned 
l'imls. 
But. at last, a reputable 
organization has investigated 
the real story about re~atch 
and development asaffected 
by ownership and demon- 
strated that Canadiaa~w'ned 
finns are more active in R&D 
than are their branch plant 
competitors, 
The study .. r:~iducted by 
the federal Ministry of State 
for Science and Technology 
- cmnpnred the R&D acti- 
vity, industry by industry, 
with the market share of the 
industry claimed by both do. 
mestically- and foreign-own. 
ed firms. In all cases, it found 
that domestically.owned 
firms devoted more to R&D, 
For example, although Cana. 
dian finns (those with more 
than 50% of their shares in 
Canadian hands) hold only 
54 3% of the paper and allied 
products manufactudng in.
dustry, they spend 67.2"~ of 
the R&D dollars in that in. 
dustry. 
World*vide, multi.national 
firms may be highly innova. 
tire. However, their research 
is conducted in the head of. 
rice rather than the branches 
attd the benefits remain with 
the head office country ra. 
ther than flowing naturally 
to tile branch plant nations. 
The Ministry stud): conclu. 
steely demonstrates that. in 
Canada, Canadian ownership 
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NEWS IN BRIEF 
Prince Charles is now 30 
LONDON I~Ll'l -- Crowds 
applauded in the streets, 
hundreds of cards and 
presents arrived at the 
palace and there was a spe- 
cial treat aLthe opera house 
as Prince Charles marked 
his 30th birthday Tuesday. 
But the real celebration is 
planned for today at a gala 
party in Buckingham 
Palace-- and the invitation 
list sparkles with 350 names 
of the tops of British and jet- 
set society. 
The American singing 
group, The Three Degrees, is 
among the special guests. 
The celebration was put off 
for a day because Charles 
was busy Tuesday greeting 
the president of Portugal, 
Gen. Ramalho Eanes, on a 
state visit and riding through 
the streets in a procession of
royal carriages. That's when 
he drew the cheers. 
Londoners snapped up 
evening papers with full. 
color portraits of the prince, 
photographed in kilt and 
sporran and holding the 
shepherd's crook he uses 
when stalking the moors at 
the Royal Family's Scottish 
retreat, Balmorai. Alongside 
him was his pet Golden 
Labrador, Harvey. 
Imperial to up donations 
TORONTO (CP) -- Im- 
perial Oil Ltd, is spending 
about $500,-000 this year on 
arts and entertainment 
enterprises and probably 
will increase its donations 
budget. 
A spokesman said the firm 
is looking for more new 
visual and performing arts 
projects to support, and will 
continue as well its basic 
donations policy for es- 
tablished companies. 
Corporate donors the size 
of Imperial, IBM Canada 
Ltd., Hudson's Bay Co. and 
Imperial Tobacco are less 
likely to withdraw their 
support programs than is the 
government with its periodic 
budget cuts. A spokesman 
said the big firms generally 
move into the field mm'e 
cautiously but then plan 
their finances over a longer 
period with every intention 
of staying. 
Imperial 's current big 
project is the presentation f 
seven made.for-TV films 
about Canadian immigrant 
groups, The Newcomers, 
being broadcast last season 
and this by CBC-TV. 
Transcript error found 
WASHINGTON (Reuter) that word, but Carter ac- 
-- The White House tually spoke about disruption 
acknowledged Tuesday an by **violence." 
error in a documentaquoting 
President Carter as saying The transcript, used by 
that Iran was being dis- news agencies, including 
rupted by "villains." Reuters news agency whose 
The official transcript of a story was carried by The 
televised interview the Canadian Press, was issued 
president held Monday with by the White House before 
the Public Broadca~t~::~, PBS broadcast the inter- 
Service (PBS) cont-', 'ned view. 
Possible contract deal 
NORTH VANCOUVER 
CP) Negotiators at Capiiano 
Community College have, 
agreed to a tentative 
working contract that might 
avert a planned strike by 
more than 280 teachers. 
A college spokesman said 
the agreement was reached 
Monday and covers all 
issues. He added that beth 
the faculty association and 
the college admin~tratlon 
will recommend ratification. 
The teachers have been 
without a. contract...since 
January,  had served .s t r~e 
~hotic6 ~ittl w~re"in "a~lt~gal 
position to strike today. 
Details of the agreement 
were being kept confidential 
until a ratification vote was 
complete, probably later 
today. 
There are 3,000 students at 
the post.secondary school. 
Britain has trade surplus 
LONDON (Reuter)  -.- 
Britain announced Tuesda) 
its best trade figures since 
April, with experts at a 
record level. 
The government's figures 
for October showed a 
balance of payments surplus 
of $412 million compared 
with a September deficit of 
$276 million. 
There was p visible trade 
surplus, the difference 
between exports and im- 
ports, of $234 million. The 
estimated surplus on in. 
visible earnings from such 
things as tourism, shipping 
and insurance was $177 
million. 
Exports in October were a 
record at $6.15 billion and 
imports were $5.91 billion. 
This compares with Sep. 
tember's figures of $6.02 
billion in exports and $6.45 
billion in imports. 
Special committee set up 
VICTt)ItIA tCP) -- The 
provincial government has 
set up at special committee 
within the education 
ministry to deal with the 
problems of schooling for 
severely handicapped 
children. Education Minister 
Pat McGeer said Tuesday. 
Children with minor 
handicaps will continue to be 
educated within the school 
system, but those who need 
special attention will have 
their cases referred by the 
local school beard to the 
committee. 




Ladies Sweaters Ladies Slacks 9 * 9 ' R • i • • • 
Whether it be a sweater to finish off your winter wardrobe or Put on a pair of slacks for comfort and a super fashion fit. With 
Christmas gift you'll know she'll love, we're sure to value like this they're a great wardrobe builder. Choose from 
ist what you're looking for. Hurry in and see our large various styles and colours. So hurry in while our selection is at the perfect 
have "ust wh 
selection for gr-r-r-eat savings and value.__ . . . . . . . . . . . .  its best ~.aNd s av~el.=ml_zm ,,mulA Im|d~d~ 
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Terrace H & R Builders Ltd. are pleased 
,.to.have been Gen eral 
Manuel's New Building 
Congratulations 
and Best Wishes 
for the Future. 
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SHORT TAKES ON SPORT 
with Chris Porter 
Timbermen need players 
As ninny hockey fans know 
already, the Terrace Tim- 
hermen have been having 
their problems winning of 
late, and are presently mired 
in the cellar of the West 
Division of the PNWHL, with 
a I and 6 won-lost recard 
needed hockey players for 
the Timhermen. It's a 
shame that Knshner has to 
go tO such lengths in an at- 
te~npt to ice a team, but the 
response locally thus far 
forces him to go outside the 
community. 
One of  the Timbermen's At the meeting Thursday 
main difficulties is players, night, there seamed to be 
or rather, a lack of them. 
They o,nly bad eight hockey some question as to whether 
players when ~is i~te¢ l  or not "Kushner should 
Kltlmat to play t~ t; Win- continue as coach, as some 
of the players thought he was 
terhawlm October ~ and~ too , easy. going ' tO really be 
had to borrow some p l~ i~s '  coaching.. "bf.t~.. ~a short 
from the Kitimat team. .meat ing~tW~ him and 
' The original idea of the the 'p laye~~er ,  it was 
Timbermen was to ice a 
tram made up complet~.ly of decided ~''that he would 
local players. A ..n~e~inK~ "continue toceach thesquad. 
th~ ' players ~''~ • ~',..~ and Kushner comments, 'While 
management was Ca''eli last we didn't get much in the 
Thursday night, with an Olden way of new players, we had a 
invitation to anyone in- meeting between myeeif and 
terested"in playin 8. for the the players,, the ~-air was 
local team. This resulted in cleared, and ~ ~b ae- 
the aqulsitiou of one new complished some things that 
player, Lee Vngels. . 
Since the beginning ot the 
season, when the Tim- 
hermen had a full com- 
pliment of players, they've 
lost quite a few of them for 
~doas  reasons. Attempts 
are far more Imprelant at 
this time.' 
Another thor~n" in the 
Timbermen's ide at the 
present, is the times they've 
heen allotted for practice. At 
the moment, the  Terrace 
to recruit some of the better team's practice times are, 
Commercial Hockey League •Friday midnight, '/Sunday 
players have so far been midnight, and Monday 
futile, these players giving • evening at7:15. Apparently, 
various reasons for not 
wanting to join the Terrace 
team. Subsequently, coach 
Dale Kushner will be going 
to Prince George to contact 
Bill Crossan, Manager of the 
prince George Mohawks, a 
Senior team of the 
Caribou League, to try to 
brk~ back up to six sorely 
[ f '  ' ' ~ '~" ~"~ '" ,L 
"F  • " " " ~ ' " p '~f t  
Kushner met with 
Recreation Director Phil 
Stewart Friday in an at- 
tempt to obtain a better 
practice time. The time he 
was after was Thursday 
eveaingfrom 7-8:15 P.M., a 
time slot presently occupied 
by broomball players, 
maybe 15 at mnst. Stewart 
tried to move ~e broomball 
players back to 6:00 p.m., 
that ice time now being 
taken by minor hockey. 
Minor hockey didn't want to 
change their ice time, 
though, so nothing has been 
resolved as yet. 
Put yourself or a moment, 
if you will, in the position of 
the Terrace Timharmen's 
players. You have a game, 
say, Saturday night in 
Houston, and another 
Sunday afternoon in 
Smith,r,. The Timbermen 
will, in fac(, he making this 
very trip December 16-17. 
After practising until 1:30 
a.m. the night before, 
travelling a good portion of 
the day Saturday, it's un- 
derstsndable if the players 
aren't in top form for the 
weekend games. Some of the 
players work Saturday as 
well, and that doesn't make 
it any easier. The Kit,mat 
Winterhawks, who are off to 
a good start this season, 
don't have the same 
problems. Their practice 
times are Monday from 10:30 
p.m. to midnight, Thursday 
nights from 8:45 to 10:00 
p.m., and Friday~ from 7- 
8:15 p.m. 
When contacted by the 
Herald about the situation. 
Phil Stewart had this to say, 
"We are aware of the 
• situation. We sympathize 
with, and understand their 
problems, and at present are 
attempting to improve their 
training times. Other 
groups, however, are en- 
titled to equal opportunity to 
the ice, and we won't make 
~¢..? ~ i . .  . i 
any changes without he full 
consent and knowledge of 
these groups." He added 
that he is 'bending over 
backwards' to change the 
practice times. 
A better practice time 
would no doubt be beneficial 
to the Terrace Timhermen. 
Is it possible'that those 
Friday midnight practices 
followed by games Saturday 
and Sunday had something 
to do with some of their best 
players leaving for greener 
pastures? And could it be 
that these late practices are 
CP Air tourney 
s tar ts  Sat. noon  
Terrace hockey fans are in 
for a big treat this coming 
weekend when the local CP 
Air Bulldogs hockey team 
hosts' a five-team round- 
robin tournament at the 
Terrace Arena. 
It's the first annual CP Air 
Invitational Tournament and 
features teams from across 
western Canada. In addition 
to the Terrace Bulldogs, 
there's the Winnipeg- 
Calgary combines, the 
Vancouver Jets, the Van- 
couver 'B' team and the B.C. 
District team made up of 
talent from Prince George, 
Whiteborse, Fort St. John 
and Grand Prairie. 
Action starts Friday night 
,.~ben the best players from 
the tournament play an 
exhibition game against 
Totem Ford Reps of the 
Commercial League starting 
at 8 o'clock. Admission to 
this game is $2 for adults, $1 
for students, and children 12 
and under free. 
The tournament starts 
Saturday afternoon at 12 
noon. Here's the schedule of 
games --  SATURDAY ' 12 
noon -- Bulldogs ~ B.C. 
District. 1 :30-  Winnipeg- 
p.m. B C District vs 
Vancouver Jets. 4:30 - 
Bulldogs vs Winnipeg- 
Calgary. 6 p.m. -- Van- 
couver Jets vs Vancouver 
IBI. 
SUNDAY 8 a.m. -- Win... 
nip,g-Calgary vs Vancouver 
Jets. 9:30 -- Vancouver 'B' 
vs B.C. District. It -- 
Bulldogs vs Vancouver Jets. 
12:30-- Winnipeg-Calgary vs 
B.C. District. 2 p.m. -- 
Bulldogs vs Vancouver 'B'. 
There's no admission 
charged for these games. 
However, a silver collection 
will be taken and all this 
money, plus Friday night's 
gate receipts, will be divided 
equally among Terrace 
Minor Hockey and the 
Terrace Senior Citizens 
community hall building 
fund. 
Trophies will be awarded 
to the top three teams. A 
special trophy, called the 
Most Enthusiastic Par- 
ticipant award, will be 
presented to the coach, 
player, supporter or even 
stick boy that the organizers 
feel is mo~t deserving. 
The organizers are hoping 
for good fan support so that 
they can make this tour- 
turning the better Com- Calgary vs Vancouver 'B'. 3 nament an annual affair. 
mereiai Hockey League 
players off to the idea of 
playing for the Timbermen? 
Anything's possible. 
To be competitive in the rEAM ;~ 
PNWHL, it helps to keep the EAST DIVISION WON LOST TIED G.F.G.A. PTS. 
same te~m together, which Burns Lake 8 2:, 
hasn't been easy for the 
Timbermen. Bob Grant, 
Dave Bell, Lance Legouffe, 
Harold Mueha, and Rob 
Dempster have already left 
the team. Hopefully Dale 
Kushner's trip to Prince 
George later this week will 
bring positive results. 
Though it looks like a 
difficult ask at the moment, 
maybe something can be 
worked out in the form of a 
better practice time. If 
these, and other things can 
happen, maybe Dale 
Kushner's Terrace Tim- 
bermen can become a 
competitive t am capable of 
taking on the best in the 
PNWHL, and Terrace 
hockey fans will have a team 
they can all be proud of. 
Terrace tops Pr. Rupert 
The Minor Hockey Inter- 
City Rep Team league 
resumes action this coming 
weekend after a weekend off. 
Three weeks remain to be 
played in the first half of the 
schedule. 
Because of the Terrace CP 
Air Invitational Hockey 
Tournament, the series 
involving Terrace and 
Smithers Peewees and 
Midgets has been 
reseheduled for a later date. 
Meanwhile, Terrace Pups 
and Bantams will travel to 
Smithers for games tarting 
Saturday at 6:30 p.m. and 
Sunday morning at 8 o'clock. 
Kitimat's Bantams and Pups 
will be in Prince Rupert for 
games Saturday starting at 3 
p.m. and Sunday morning at 
6 o'clock. 
Prince Rupert's Peewees 
and Midgets are at Kit,mat 
for games Saturday starting 
at 1:30 p.m. and Sunday 
morning starting at 7:45. 
It was a free weekend for 
the Minor Hockey Inter.City 
Rep Team league, but 
Terrace, Kitlmat, Prince 
Rupert, Hazelton and 
Smithars teams till played a
series of exhibition games. 
At Terrace, the Twin River 
Timber Peewee Reps went 
on a scoring spree in a pair of 
games against Prince 
Rupert's Peewees: In 
Friday's 10-1 victory, Henry 
Reimer set the pace with a 
hat trick. Terry Zaporzan 
contributed a pair while 
~tngles were scored by Jeff 
Sharpies, Red phllpott, Dan 
MeGhee, Trevor Heudry and 
Dave Kawimky. 
Saturday's games wasn't 
any better as Terrace 
prounded their opponents 13- 
IAndstrom, Cliff Furmeth, 
Sherples and Reimer. 
In the Bantam series at 
Terrace, the hometown 
Inland Ks,worth Bantams 
gained a split. Colin Parr, 
Glen Palahicky and Craig 
Robson scored the local 
goals in Friday's 4-3 loss to 
Rupert. The Kenworth boys 
woke up on Saturday and 
pounded Rupert 11-2. Three- 
goal performances were 
turned in by Mel Reimer and 
Warren Riding, a couple of 
returnees from last year's 
team. Palahicky fired a pair 
while Tony Christy, Parr and 
Roger-Toams had one each. 
At Prince Rupert, Terrace 
All Seasons Midgets gained a
tie and a victory against he 
coast Midgets. 
I. Hendry was top shooter In Fr iday's 6-6 battle, 
with a four-g0ai effort. Troy Bruno Hidber came to life 
Kaye came up with two and blasted four goals. Jim 
goals. Seven players cored Palahicky and Rob Collins 
once-  McGhee, Kawinsky, got the others. It was all 
Gerry Lambert, -R '~ Terrace on Saturday as 
E 
Vanderbeof 8 4 
Smithers 5 4 
Houston 2 7 
Fraser lake 2 6 
WEST DIVISION 
Kitimat 5 2 
Prince Rupert 4 4 
Terrace l 6 
GAMES LAST WEEK 
Nov. 9 - Fraser Lake 9 
Houston 6. Burns Lake 12 
Vanderhoof 3. 
Nov. II - Prince Rupert 7 
Smithers t, Vanderhoof 9 
Kit,mat 7. Burns Lake 5 
itouston 3. 
HiPber kept his hot streak 
going with a three-goal ef- 
fort. Collins also rapped in a 
hat trick for All Seasons. 
Other goals by Dan Fag, n, 
Emile Gagnon, Larry 
Swanson and Dave Robson 
enabled Terrace tn win 10-3. 
Two Terrace teams 
travelled to Kitimat 
Saturday for exhibition 
games. 
Terrace Pups came up 
with a 5-5 tie against 
Kitimat's Atom Repo. Kevin 
Montieth had two of the 
Terrace goals. Chris Culp, 
Trevor Shannon and An- 
thony Dellsiega got the 
others. 
The other game saw 
Terrace Peewee 'Bees' drop 
a 4-3 decision to Kitimat's 
Peewee 'A' tea..,~. Troy 
Kaye, Michael Rt, uw and 
Terry Barber sco:ed for 
Terrace. 
Nov. 12 - Smithers 6Terrace 
3, Burns Lake t3 Kitimat 4, 
. ..Houston 8kVanderhouf 5.
t 103 44 17 
0 70 71 16 
1 49 43 t l  
2 46 56 6 
0 31 74 4 
0 48 35 10 
0 46 29 8 
0 19 60 2 
LT 
t vn c 
LIMITE=: 
### wish to congratulate MANUEL 
on HIS new RESTAURANT and are 


















. . .  extend 
congratulat ions and 
Best Wishes 
to 
GAMES TIllS WEEK 
Nov. 15 - Prince Rupert at 
Terrace 
Nov. 16 • Burns Lake at 
r~aser Lake ) Manuel on his q 
~Nov. 18 • 'Vanderhoof at 
Kitimat' Smithers at Fraser I G g I Lake, Burns Lake at rand Openin 
Terrace, Prince Rupert at 
Houston 
,, ..,e.,oo,., !_ 635 9721 Terrace, Burns Lake at 
Kit,mat, Prince Rupert at 
Smithers, Fraser Lake at . . . . . . . .  




We were pleased to have 
been the major suppliers of 
all your building needs. We 
wish you all the best in the 
years ahead. 
NO JOB TOO BI6 OR TOO SMALL, 
HOME OR MALL, 
WE DO IT ALL, 
ALBERT & McCAFFERY 
4805 HIGHWAY 16 W. TERRIICE 
,,,-,,-I R LY 
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D lg , efensive l ine was key to Ca ary victory ' 
CALGARY (CP) -. A 
• major feature of the Calgary 
Stampeders' 38-4 victory 
over the crippled Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers in the 
Canadian Football League 
Western Conference semi. 
final Sunday was the de- 
fensive line anchored by veb 
eran John HeRon and import 
Reggie Lewis. 
The Calgary defenco ham. 
mered the Bombers of- 
fensive unit into dropping six 
balls and recovered three of 
the fumbles. 
Stampeder defensive line 
coach Marvin Bass created 
the powerhouse but he insists 
he performed no magic 
tricks in helping put the 
Cinderella Stampeders inthe 
Western final this Saturday 
against Edmonton Eskimos. 
"There is no hocus pocus," 
said Bass. "It's really the 
team's mental attitude." 
"We started winning 'and 
we got the momentum going. 
Winning cures a lot of ills." 
Bass, at age 59, has put 
more than 30 years of 
coaching experience into 
shaping the defensive line. 
Jim Spavital is responsible 
for the defensive backfield. 
Bass is a journeyman 
coach, jumping directly into 
coaching William and Mary 
College after graduating 
there in 1944. He rut in stints 
with several American 
colleges and the Montreal 
Beavers in the Continental 
League and was an assistant 
with the National Football 
League Buffalo Bills. 
Calgary head coacb Jack 
Gotta had Bass as assistant 
coach while with the Ottawa 
Rough Riders and when 
Gotta left the 1073 Grey Cup 
champions to coach the 
Birmingham Americans 
(later Vulcans)in the short- 
lived World Football League, 
Bass went too. 
After the league folded he 
scouted for the Bills but 
didn't like it. 
"It wasn't at all in- 
teresting or exciting. I really 
missed being on the field and 
coaching those two years." 
Signed to rebuild the 
hapless Stampeders in 1977, 
Gaits called Bass. 
"Coach Bass is from the 
old school, so he's really well 
versed in the fun. 
G&A, Javeniles were the victors 
In Terrace Commercial 
Hockey League action 
Monday night at the Terrace 
Arena, Gordon & Anderson 
downed Totem Ford 8-5 in 
the opener, and in the 
nightcap game, the Terrace 
Chrysler Juveniles won their 
second in a row, defeating 
McEwan GM 84. 
Totem Ford struck first in 
the opener, jumping nut to a 
1-0 lead when Reno Michaud 
scored just I minute 21 
seconds into the contest. 
Gordon & Anderson took 
the lead at 5:03 of the second 
period on Les Thorstensen's 
goal, and Harold Cox scored 
his second of the game just 
34 seconds later, to give the 
G&A squad a 3-1 advantage. 
17 seconds after that, Bob 
Peacock notched his first 
goal for Totem Ford, and 
G&A's lead was cut down to 
3-2. Reno Michaud scored 
once again at 7:43 to tie the 
contest at 3-3. 
It looked as though the 
Harold Cox tied the •game teams would enter the final 
with his goal at 5.:4.5,O.[sthe..2"O minutes deadlocked, but 
period, and the score-tvas..., fast goals by Gerry Brach 
knotted atone apiece gbing' ~nd Touy Moore of Gordon & 
into the middle frame. Anderson just before the end 
of the second period staked 
them to a 5-3 load. 
Just two minutes 15 
seconds into the third period, 
Richard Bruggeman scored 
for Gordon & Anderson to 
increase their advantage to 
6-3, but Bone Michaud's 
third goal of the game at 5:19 
made it 6-4, and gave 
Michaud the hat trick. Bob 
Peacock added another at 
12:04, and suddenly it was a 
one goal contest, 6-5. Kevin 
Oison scored an insurance 
goal for G&A at 13:22, 
however, and added another 
with just 1:40 remaining, and 
Gordon & Anderson hung on 
to defeat Totem Ford 8-5. 
The other game Monday 
night saw the rejuvenated 
Terrace Chrysler Juveniles 
win their second in a row, 
downing McEwan GM 8-4. 
The Juveniles struck 
quickly, getting two first 
period goals from Don 
McCall, and another from 
Peter Kirby, before Rick 
Lewis replied for McEwan 
GM with just 1:45 remaining 
in the opening frame. 
Kirby's second goal of the 
game increased the 
Juveniles lead to 4-1 at 3:42 
of the second period, but 
Frank O'Brien got that one 
back for MeEwans at 6:52, 
making it 4-2. The Juveniles 
added two more before the 
end of the period, however, 
Don McCall notching his 
third of the game, and Doug 
Middleton added another, 
giving the Terrace Chrysler 
squad a 6-2 lead going into 
the third period. Each team 
scored twice in the final 20 
minutes, Rick Smoley and 
Doug Middleton notching 
goals for the Juveniles, with 
Rick Lewis .and Steve 
Dillabough replying for 
McEwans, making the final 
tally 8-5 in favor of the 
Terrace Chrysler 
Juveniles. 
The next scheduled action 
in the Terrace Commercial 
Hockey League is tomorrow, 
8:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Arena, when Skeena Hotel 
will take on McEwan GM. 
Jonathan is a real 'Bull Terrier' 
TORONTO (C]P) -- Stan 
Jonathan's coach says he 
reminds him of his dog Blue. 
"I couldn't think of a 
greater compliment," said 
Don Cherry as his Boston 
Bruins visited Toronto for a 
National tlockey League 
engagement with the Maple 
Leafs. 
"Blue is a bull terrier. 
Toughest dog going. Can 
take on dogs three times 
their size and beat them• 
That's Stan Jonathan. Ut- 
terly fearless and will take 
on anybody." 
Cherry thought for a 
moment and added: 
"Stan Jonathan is the 
definitive Boston Bruin." 
Only a handful of NHL 
players are smaller than the 
5-8, 175-pound left winger 
from the Six Nations reserve 
near Brantford, Ont., who 
passed up a lucrative career 
as a high-steel worker to try 
his luck in professional 
hockey. 
It seemed an unpromising 
choice. Toronto Maple Leaf 
coach Roger Neilson, who 
handled Jonathan as a junior 
at Peterborough, doubted 
that he was big enough to 
reach the top. 
The Bruins appa~'ently 
agreed with Neilso~.~hen 
they made Jonathan:.'|]ieir 
fifth choice in th~ ~[9.75 
amateur draft and dis- 
patched him to Dayton of the 
International League. 
But a year later he was 
wearing a Boston sweater, 
burrowing into corners after 
the puck and looking as if he 
had been a B .ruin all h i s t . .  
"He always eems tomsk 
on the biggest guy," says 
Cherry. "The most 
ridiculous thing you can see 
is Jonathan picking on 
(Montreal Canadiens defen- 
ceman) Larry Robinson. He 
comes up to about his knee- 
cap." 
Furthermore, Jonathan 
turned out to have a talent 
for shouting a hockey puck. 
He scored 17 goals in his 
rookie seasnn and showed up 
statistically as the most 
accurate shot in the NHL 
among players with 15 goals 
or more. 
Cherry even had to curb 
his offensive instincts at one 
point. 
"All of a sudden he got 16 
points in 16 games and forgot 
what got him there," the 
coach says. "From o bull 
Cfi __ -P'6rEO 6-E ' IS  
The ultimate cheerleader 
NEW ORLEANS (Af:U -- graduate at San Jose State 
Crazy Georgeis the ultimate University evolved into a 
weapon in cheerleading-a professional cheerleading 
perpetual-motion maniac routine that now takes him 
who can wrap up a crowd from Vancouver to New 
and deliver it at full volume Orleans. 
fo~: his tea,as, lle goes by the name Crazy 
lte's George Henderson, a George, and he's a pushover 
bald, 34-year-old farmer high for underdogs, currently 
school electronicz teacher working for three National 
whose antics as an under- Football League teams, and 
Ottawa on  
five pro hockey and soccer 
teams. 
"I was up in the stands at 
San Jose State with a friend 
of mine, and San Jose had a 
record like 1-9 that year," he 
said. "There were 27,000 stu- 
dents in the school and only 
about 3,00O at the game, and 
none of them was cheering, 
"So this friend and i 
started doing some easy 
cheers, we were sort of 
drunk, and pretty soon some 
other people joined us. The 
next game, a few more 
people joined us. By the end 
of the season everyone was 
defunct California Golden 
Seals of the National Hockey 
League. It snowballed and 
became a money-making 
sideline, t ast year it became 
a full time job. 
lte charges around the 
stands among the people, 
using a tomtom to attract 
attention, then bullying, 
cajoling and entertaining 
until he gets the spectators 
cheering. 
A set of ethics has evolved 
with his travelling. For in- 
stance, he said he'll skip the 
game when Houston Oilers 
football team visit the New 
terrier, he thought he was 
Guy Lafleur. I called him in 
and told him he'd have to 
score 45 goals to stay with 
this club. On the other hand, 
he could play like he had 
before and score 15 goals and 
he'd stay." 
Jonathan says he does not 
hear many racial taunts 
around the league xcept in 
Montreal, where he earned 
the animosity of some fans 
by pummeling local favorite 
Pierre Bouchard, a 6-2, 200- 
pound efenceman who had 
been Canadiens' enforcer, in 
the Stanley Cup finals last 
spring. 
He often wears a headband 
made by his mother. 
*'I'm proud to be an In- 
dian," he says. '*And it's a 
real advantage because we 
have dual citizenship. It 
saves a lot of hassles going to 
or coming from the States." 
As a high-steel worker, he 
had crossed the border 
frequently, making as much 
as $25 an hour, until he 
became a full-time hockey 
player at 20. He took the 
same fearless highsteel 
attitude with him to his new 
ca reer. 
"I used to get a little tired 
hearing about my size," he 
says. "I just forgot about 
things like that. l knew that 
if I couldn't look after myself 
out on the ice, I wouldn't be 
around very long. 
"l wasn't aggressive as a 
fighter as a youngster~ It just 
damcntals," says defensive 
end Lewis. 
"But the amazing thing is 
that he's really leaded with 
, new ideas and .he's always 
open to suggestions." 
Bass credits his longevity 
as a eoach to adapting with 
the times. Players are much 
better schooled in football 
fundementals than when he 
started. 
"Besides, the personalities 
of the players are so much 
different today. Could you 
just imagine how disastrous 
it would he today to treat 
your players the way Vince 
Lombardi did at Greeen Bay 
in the early 1960s?". 
Stampeders had no trouble 
last Sunday in shutting down 
the Bomber offence, rud- 
derless without veteran 
quarterback Ralph Brock. 
"We've been progressing 
in every game pretty much 
the way we played Sunday," 
said Bass. 
'*We play a penetrating 
kind of defence, We do that 
and then we can knock off 
the timing of the other 
' team." 
Bass expects his unit to 
have its hands full trying to 
get to Eskimo quarterback 
Tom Wilkinson this Satur- 
day. Not only will Helten and 
company have to penetr~e 
Edmonton's highly rated 
offensive llne but "Wilkiospn 
is best throwing those sh~t 
quick passes." p~ 
"It 's difficult to 
pressure on that kind, 
quarterback." i 
AQUA 




2907 BRAUNS STREET TERRACE 
, ,  . . . .  
WE WERE PLEASED 
TO HAVE DONE 
ALL THE MILLWORK 
FOR MANUEL'S 
NEW RESTAURANT. 
E o NG TULA TIONS 
aad 
BEsT wIsHES 
636-3032 s : . .  ~ ' t .~n ,  l j -~  withus." orleans Saints later this happens in hockey. You ~ 
~]~1~ l l  .~.,l~ He graduated and starting season beeause he works for bump intoa guy with the 
' teaching, but expanded his both teams and doesn't want same attitude and it just 
, cheerleading to the now- his loyalties questioned, happens." 
OT'rAV/,.~  CI' J -- Ottawa-' .~,t~nding offensive lineman, 
i~¢.a{,h Riders have at- ~'ndguardJeff-Turcotte. "- -~ll~lll~ll~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~ll~l~lll~lm~illl~B~l~llll~~~~l~i 
t~'y~pted to shore, up an in- ' Liggins, 32, spent six years • ; • 
jL'.~7/-riddle,'i offensive line with Calgary Stampeders • ~ l  
for Sunday's Canadian before coming east to • ~,== 
• i l  
Football League eastern f i -T°r°nt° Arg°nauts in ex" i " " Congratu la t ions  " i[ " hal by acquiring Granville cha ge fo  runningback , Y Y B 
Liggias, an ll-year CFL Leon McQuay. 
vateran. ~ ~.~_, a He was cut midway 
The 6foot . . . .  -l^,m,u . . . . . .  through is fifth season with [ilx.~n'lf!f~ 15~S cf.r.:n slgrlt,~:l tO a . . . . . .  
• . . . . . .  T'~'t'~a tne BLrg°s' plcKco uP °Y i i i  ;, ~ , . - , , ,  Hamilton l igerCata before 
; -:i /ac . , . lU¢  a t  a~a l t I s ,  . . . . . . .  " o oelng uroppea tram me 
Montreal, ,Alouettc:'~ f r guard roster" " again" ' • I ~lm ~ i: [] 
i.'.'aak tom~rico, who is ' • ..[] 
:..,*feting from an ankle [,tggins bas seen duty on .  Manuel ! injury, both the offensive and [] . . . .  ~• 
• Other linemen on the limp defensiveline. In1976he was • i,[] 
include centre Donn Smith, runner-up as the CFL s most 
tackle ,lira Coodo, eastern outstanding defens lw ~ ~  
nominee a,- CFL's out- lineman. [] [ ]  
arpr l se  tn l ro  " :" S . ~ . '~  • 11  
I S11  " ' l / GL AS SJ ,o,o, Kalum Street 638 " WINNII EG ~Cl ) -- Reid "lie's had a lot of big pro- m :;chit, die is M;mitoba':, least- maters, ' Schindle says. 
kaov,'r~ international sports "The Welder company ishis :, 
figure. 8 trainer and agent, Here in : ~ ~ = 
The nativ,~ of Eriksdale, Manitoba-- and in Canada [] ~ . ~ = . _ _ ~ ~ = . - -  [] 
Man., surprised the inter- for that matter-- who trains ~_ ~ II 
t ,t I d i o"  n~t iou ' l  ~odybuildlng be ybu'ldcrs. k 
community last Week by Sehindle says he did better i 
finishing third ia the Mr. than expected in the Mr. [] i •  
Universe contest in U~fiverse contest. [] ; • 
 cap,,l o,M,.,i0o. "iwentfo Scapulcowith [ We are  pleased to ha e been the i[ ,Schindle, the current Mr. the attitude that 1 was just 
Canada, has rubbed brawny going to do my very best. 
elbows with the likes of Itonestly, 1 was just hoping [] :[] 
Arnold S,'hwarzenegger over to get in the top five or six. i S u b c o  actors for all your glass needs l 
the years and says he's not That would have really ~een 12t r  • : 
surprised that hi~, owl~ name a good finish." 
is not a familiar one io the Yet in retrospect he says [] : •  
average man. he could have finished in [] !•  
[]1 We "sh you much "n the futu :." He says Schwartenegger, second place if he had been ~::si]y ihe world's best even more rigid in his WI success  l l e .  
:~mv/n bodybuikier, is the training. [] 
-:,ception rather than the "1 wasn't in the same ' !.= 
rule in being known to the shape as 1 was for the Mr. : 
Canada contest. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l j ~ ~ ' ~ m m  pt lb l i c .  
:-,:. ,.: ,-: 
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All Terrace and Kitimat subscribers are eligible. Contest closes midnight December 16, 1978. 
TERRACE SUBSCRIBERS 
Ovorwailea Food Oontre 
Skoona Mall 
18 YEARS AND OVER 
THE DAILY HERALD 
' o ; t  
NEW START ORDER 
KITIMAT SUBSCRIBERS 
Ovorwaitoa Food Oontro 







for a period of 3 Uionths and thereafter~unfil'> • • .  . - . , . , °  . I  .' . , q ' . , .  "*' .  , ' , .  o ' 
DATE 




APT. . . . . . . .  I 
~- - t tu  I 
SUBSCRIBER MUST SIGN ORDER 
Please Start ~y Three Month 
Subscription To The Herald 
I 
We Are Presently Subscribing 
To The Herald 
"e t '$  
$]0o.oo 
Gift Cer t i f i ca t~ 
For every 5 new subscribers your name 
, f  
will be entered in the draw. 
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TERRAOE DRUGS LTD. 
3201 Kalum 636-1214 
I - -  
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
CLASSIF IED RATES SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: Effective 
Odober  1, 1977 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
insertion. Over 20 words 5 SingleCopy 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- By Carrier 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. By Carrier 
By Mail 
REFUNDS: By Mail 
First insertion charged for By Mail 
whether run or not. Senior Citizen 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 




22 cents per agate line. 
Mlnlmum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
Skeena Health Unlt 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6397 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
20¢ CHILD HEALTH CON- 
mlh 3.00 FERENCES. 
year36.~' Held weekly at the Health 
3mtht2.00 Unit every Tuesday from 
611dh22.00 1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
year40.00 for an appointment. 
yaar 20.00 Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
British Commonwealth and fourth Friday of every 
United States of America one month from 1:30 • 3:30 p.m. 
year 51.00. Please phone for an ap- 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & Distrld 
Phone 635.6357 
pointment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Ira. 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
The Herald reserves the only. 
right to classify ads under PRENATAL CLASSES 
appropriate headings and to Classes are held 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page lecation. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to re.vise, edlt, classlfy 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
The Salvation Army will be 
sponsoring a Christmas Tea 
and Sale on December 9 
between 1 and 5 p.m. Ad. 




Bazaar & Tea 
of Branch 73, B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners will be held 
Saturday, Nov. 18, 1978 
Banquet room at the Terrace 
Arena, 2 - 4 p.m. IncT-17) 
Annual General Meeting of 
Skeena Golf & Country Club 
Society and Election of ot 
ricers will be held at the. 
Terrace Hotel on Wed., Nov. 
15 at 8 p.m. This meeting is 
vital! It concerns 
ratification vote re purchase 
of golf club by members. All 
members and other in  
terested citizens please 
attend. (nc10.15) 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
1o make arrangements for 
pickup. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
throughout the year at In- at the Knox United Church Electrical and Refrigeration 
tervals for expectant Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. contract. 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and OPEN HOUSE House wiring. 
registration. Caledonia Senior 635.5B76 (elf). 
HOME NURSING CARE Secondary SPORTSMEN'S 
Nursing care In the home Nov. 16--1'-gp.m. BARBER SHOP 
for those who need it on Parents are invited to pick 
referral from their family up their son-daughter's Now Open Fridays til eight. 
doctor. Terrace area only. report card and talk to their Across from Pos! Office. 
HEALTH PARADE eourse teachers about the 3223Emerson 
directed to the Herald Box 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and Reply Service, and to repay 
TR ANSI  EN T AD-  the customer the sum paid 
VERTISlNG: for the advertisement and 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS:. 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
• documents to avoid loss. 
CLASSIFIED: All claims of errors in 
h00 p.m. day pr io r  to"adver t l sements  must be 
publicatio~t 'day . '  re¢'el~/ed by  the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other tkan 
BUSINESSES WITH AH 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of I25.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP-  
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
~.0~) production charge for 
wedc~mg and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(w-i~e-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
SIC " charge with or 
w'~;~' pl¢!~ "- ,hi,.,., to 
con(!',.~atir~'l. ~;~.~y.,ib!e in
adva,.'~. 
CLASS IF : fED AN-  
NOUNCEMEI~TS: 
Births 5.50 
Engag~ "~,':~ 5.50 
/V'~.~ r ~ ;,,,? '~ 5.50 
idea t ~:, 5,5 • 
Funera l ,~  5 .50  
Card~ r,~ ~'han~.,', 5.50 
,'.',~.,,, .  u, ;~,u, |(.~'S 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
.Classified Advertising Dept. 
publlcatlen. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space~ 
that the liability of the, 
Herald in the event of failul'e 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error, 
appearing in  the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one in- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space eccupled by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
thnn the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, rellglon, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
hl.~ age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-8388 
TF.R RACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
The Terrace Art Association 
is holding a pre-Christmas 
Arts and Crafts sale on 
December 1 and 2. All those 
interested In participating 
mat write: Terrace Art 
Association, Box 82, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone Mary 
Walker, 635.6404; Julle 
Gellner, 635.6836 or Kay 
Ehses, 638-1403 for more 
information. 
Order of the Royal Purple 
will hold a Novelty and Bake 
Sale on Saturday, November 
18 from lO to 2 p.m, at 




Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
Blueback Swim Club 
GENERAL 
MEETING 





Welcome to the Jaycees & 
candidates, "All Candidates 
Night." Time ia 7:3¢ p.m. at 
the R.E.M, Leo Theatre on 
Nov. 15. Master 
Ceremonies will be John 
Taylor, 
The following Agenda will 
be adhered to: 
7:30 - Opening Remarks -
John Taylor. 
7:35 . Speakers start in 
alphabetical order from A-- 
P - 5 minutes per speaker. 
8:30 - Questions from the 
floor. (a) Must identify 
themselves (b) May only ask 
2 questiona maximum. (c) 
May only ask question of 1 or 
2 candidates (up to 
discretion of Master of 
Ceremonies to allow more 
people to answer). (d) May 
not make a statement, must 
ask a question. Rules a-d 
only apply to questioners 
from the floor. There will 
also be phone in questions, 
same rules apply. Phone 
number is ¢~-2161. 
0:30 - 3 minute concluding 
remarks from meh can- 
didate. Start in reverse 
alphabetical order. 
1O:IO- Adjournment. 
]For pickup service phone We hope fur a good tur- 
635-5320 or 635.5733, or leave Bout. Lots Of luok in your 
donations at the Thrift Shop pursuit for Office. If there 
on Lazelle Avenue on are any qtlcetloos pleale do 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. not hesitate to ~ Dave 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. Langtoll (6,15.4642)alblr S 
(nctfn) p,m, and before 7 p.m. 
student's progress, Nov. 16 




4 p.m. at the Co-op, Proceeds 
for the Centennial Christian 
Full or parl.llme. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
interviews call Joan . 638- 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(off) 
Paper Carrier "for Terrace 
Herald needed for the Me- 
For 4 year 01d children. 
Held on third Monday of 
t 
every month. Develop. 
mental, vision, hearing 
screening done. Please' 
phone for appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at- 
A tea and bazaar will be held 
in Knox United Church on Connetl area on the beneh. 
Saturday, December 2 from Phone 
2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc.tfn) (nc-clfn) 635.6352 
Required Immediately - 
Medical Office Assistant. 
Receptionist. 
CONCRETE SEPTIC Duties include - Typing, 
TANKS PRE-KAST Basic Bookkeeping, General 
For immedlatedellvery Office. Medical office ex- 
Septic System whence preferred. Office 
Specialists experience ssential. Salary 
"lnsistontheBest" commensurate with ex- 
PHONE 635-3939 perience. 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING Please bring resume to 
Lazelle Medical Centre, 102 - 





Odd jobs for the jobless.. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum. I 
ternoon at 1 - 2 p.m. School, Hourly & Contract 
V.O. CLINIC .. ,. ;- 
Held every Monday. at 3!3~i~Th e I.'O:F. "are.'h.oldin'g .t.lieir.... ' . . . .  635:3479anytime 
or  by appolntmdnt. ' • CHRISTMAS BAZAAR ~ "(/~J12) ::" " 
SANITATION on Nov.25, 1978 - SKEENA COLORS 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
from 1 - 3 p.m. Christmas 
ornaments and lots of gifts 
for everyone. (nc24.24nov) 
Terrace Little Theatre's first 
production "Vanities" opens 
November 14 and plays Nov. 
16 to 18 and Nov. 23 • 25, 
starting at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
$1.50 for Tuesday, Nov. 14, 
¢1.00 for Thursdays and $4.00 
for Fridays and Saturdays. 
On sale at McColl's Real 
Estateor at the door. (nc13. 
17) 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
' problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No, 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
Christ Church Anglican 




Saturday, Nov. 25 
from 
i:30 p.m.-4 p.m. 
There will be a sewing table, 
tea table, bake table, men's 
gourmet booth, white 
elephant table, plants, 
books, fish pond for children. 
Come and do your Christmas 
shopping. Everyone is 
welcome. (nc14-24) 
The Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival will be holding its 
monthly meeting at 4741 
Loan Ave. on Wednesday, 
Nov. 15 at 6 p.m. Anyone 
interested wishing to obtain 
information 9n the festival is 
more than welcome to at- 
tend. (nc5-15) 
Kathryn Cernauskas has 
studied In North America 
and Europe with some of the 
world's greatest masters of 
the flute. She is a very 
versatile musician, per. 
forming regularly with the 
Vancouver Society for Early 
Music and being a founder 
member of Days, Months 
and Years to Come, an en. 
semble specializing in the 
performance of recent 
music. 
Davled Humphreys is a 
British born harpist who has 
recently settled In Van. 
couver. His activities include 
working with the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra, the 
Vancouver New Music 
Society and Symphonle 
Canadlana. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
NOV 25-- 8p.m. 
Learn to Fly. Join Air Tickets • $6.00 at door or by 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron is membership. 
accepting applications for SKEENACENTRE 
Septemoer. If you enjoy of Skeena Centre offers to the 
think you would enjoy flying, Senior Citizens of ~h~.~ 
rif le range, outdoor ac- Terrace and Thornhltl area 
tlvltles and are between 13-18= the following s~rv~¢.=s: 
years of age, please call: . Activity Centre for t~'.~- 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or dicrafts 
BOy Tase at 635.7598 Day care for working. 
ladiesSIIm Line Club meets people . Drop.in for companionship 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. & coffee 
--  United Church basement, Monday thru Friday e-4. 
Kltlmat. (nc.10.14)  Transportation available. 
St. Matthews Anglican Contact Skeenaview Lodge. 




Nov. 25, 1978 from 
2.4p.m. 
In Church Hall 
Auditions for Terrace Little 
Theatre's pring production 
of "You're A Good Man 
Charlie Brown", a musical 
will take place on Nov, 19 at 
1:30 p.m. and Nov. 20 at 2:30 
p.m. at the Terrace Little 
Theatre, 3626 Kalum St. 
Phone 638-1418 or 635-9444 for 









RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location. Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queansway Or. 
Losl .from 3300 Thomas. 
Doberman Pincher. One 
year old, Wearing choker 
chain. Ears not cut. Answers 
to the name of Dillinger. 
Reward offered. Phone 635. 
5937 or 638.1613. (aft) 
URGENTLY NEEDED: 
babysitter for two school age 
children. From 3:15 - 11:1S 
p.m, Must be. in walking 
distance of 48(~) Block Scott 
or bc al-.le to drive, Live in if 
preferred, $10 a shift. Phone 




Interested in photography? 
Gain experience doing team 
~hr, los We'll train you. Good 
~ ,n.m. :,amera, electronic 
flash. Car necessary. Must 
be available for one half hour 
each morning and afternoon, 
And one hour each evening 
for one week. As well as 
Saturday mornings. Call 
collect 521-9593. (c-17) 
HELP WANTED 
Earn • 2 hours a day • $200 a 
month commission plus 
prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 201 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3, Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5K1. (w) 
Do You Feel You Have 







Men.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 6':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon, Lakelse Hotel. 
Receptionist Clerk wanted. 
Opening in our local branch 
office for a person who meets 
people well, handles figures 
accurately and can type. 
Five day week, neat 
congenial office con- 
veniently located, salary 
varies on experience. 
Someone who's interested 
in gradually assuming ad- 
ditional responsibility and 
inereosing personal value 
and income. 
Apply at Aveo Financial 
Services Ltd,, 4617 Lakeise 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. or 
phone 635-7107. (a5.15) 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna a' 63S-.t503 
Terrace Little Theatre needs 
a pianist for rehearsals and 
production of "You're a 
Good Man Charlie Brown," 
Phone 638-14i8 or 635.sl44 for 
interview information. No 
fortune but lots of fame. tne ) 
1971 Kawasaki. 90 cc. $125, 
Phone 635-5970. (c3-15) 
STAINED GLASS 
Windows -- Lamps -- made 
to order and repairs. 
Matt & Kaye Ehses. 
638.1403 
(p17-38) 
Girl guide cookies for sale.. 
Will deliver. 635.3553. 635. 
3260. 635.3294. (notfn) 
Large bales of hay for sale. 
$2.75 per bale. Phone 635- 
7878. (pS-lS) 
To buy or sell Avon call 
Mary, 635.2517. (off.S4) 
Kenmore Electric stove - 
white - 22". Crane bathroom 
basin, green; Toilet seat - 
pink. Ski boots - size 3. 
Skates - size 3. Brownie 
uniform - size 8. Phone 635- 
3096 after 5 p.m. weekdays. 
(c3-16) 
ForSate: winter tires on 12" 
rims. For Vauxhall. Used 
one season - $30 pair. 
Ex tens ion  ladders ,  
aluminum heavy duty 36' - 
$120. Light duty 24' - 150. 
Speed Queen portable dish- 
washer. Yellow, IB months 
old. - $300. Phone 635-2042. 
(p3-17) 
14,000 B.T.U. propane 
heater. Wall vent $163. 120 
gal. oil tank $90. Phone after 
5 p.m. 635-7804, (p3-17) 
One Vanguard Camper - 
Cap. One accordian 120 bass. 
One 7 year otd saddle horse. 
Phone 635-2919 after S p.m. 
ip3-t7) 
Firewood for Sale. Phone 
635-3886. (p20-6d) 
Firewood for Sale. Half and 
half birch and hemlock, $60 a 
cord. Phone 635-7908. (c5-1S) 
Do you possess the 




We want YOUR talents 
We NEED your talents 
Lets grow TOGETHER 
WE ASK THE 
FOLLOWING OF YOU: 
1. Compatibility with 
people 
. Willingness to relocate 
• Minimum Grade 12 
education 
4, Front line 
determination 
WE OFFER: 
1. Pride in your 
accomphshments 
2. Good positions 
3. Good benefits 
4. Good remuneration 
But most important of all 
a chance for a secure 
and successful future. 
Excellent opportunity for 
recent graduates. 
- - - -K  mart  




Oil furnace complete with 
tank for sale. $250 OBO, 
Changed heating to natural 
gas. Phone 635-3510. (e5-17) 
1973 Ford Galaxie 2 dr. H,T. 
351 engine, P,S., P.B. Good 
running condition. 
30" Tappan & Gurney 
electrie range. Phone 635- 
9084. (c4-17) 
For Sale: propane range. 
Gold, 30" with 100 lb. tank. 
Phone 635-9459. (p2.t5) 
Stove & fridge in harvest 
gold. Stove is compact 24" 
range, fully automatic w- 
rotissoire & continuous elean 
oven. Fridge all fridge (no 
freezer compartment). Both 
in excellent condition. Phone 
635-6912. (e4-17) 
Carpent ry -  Handyman, 
available. Small jobs 
desired : remodel l ing  
cement work, fix-up. For 
information phone 635-3261, 
Richard Wilkerson, (pS-lS) 
Wanled to rent: garage tor 
winter months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635.2154 after 
5 p.m. (tfn.stf) 
WANTED 
Copies of September 12, 1978, 
Dally Herald. 
If brought to office we'll 
)ay you $2.00. (ncffn) 
• . ,  • . . . ,  . . . .  . . . . , ,  
:'.i" !" NEED'SOME': 
EXTRA MONEY? 
We'll pay you CASH for 
your old furniture, 
household items, guns, etcl 
Just phone 
638-1613 





FOR SALE BY OMrNER 
Three bedroom house on 
large corner lot. Many 
features must be seen to 
be appreciated. For ap- 
pointment phone 632-2442 
days,632-6728 evenings. (c14- 
24) 
2 bedroom house. Close to 
school and downtown. 
Asking $35,000. For ap. 
poinlment o view phone 635. 
3898. (p2O.20n) 
MUSTSELL 
By builder, 2 brand new 
homes. 1040 sq. ft., carpet 
throughout, fireplace 
carport, 5 year new home 
builder warranty. C.M.H.C. 
approved and inspected, For 
a ,price you can afford -- 
under $50,000. For ap- 
pointment toview phone Ben 





3 bedroom, 13408q. ft., L. 
shaped home with full 
basement and fireplace. 





Wanted to Rent: 2 bedrvom 
trailer or house for 2 girls. 
635-9737. (c5-14-20) 
Wanted to rent: 3 bedroom 
house close to town, Phone 
635-6617 or 638-7982. ('e5-17) 
FOR LEASE 
Retail and.or warehouse 
space centrally located at 
street level In Terrace. In 
total 4641 square ft. For. 
merly used as equipment 
sales and repair shop. For 
complete Information 
contact Pruden & Cuttle 
(1976) Ltd. 635.6142 or Write 





2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
in choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635.3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept.' 




Complete coffee truck 
business for sale. Est. 6 
years. Endless potential. No 
competition. Total $5,000 
Phone 635-4350 after 4 p.m. 
(105-17) 
NOTICE 
Check Mazda prices and 
product before buying a I or 
2 year old vehicle. You may 
be paying more than a brand 
new vehicle with no 
warranty! 
Skeena Auto Metal 




1974 Ford Econoline Van, 302 
- V-8 automatic. P.S., P.B. 
Interior fully carpeted, 
Partially built in. Phone 635- 
5639 after 6 p,m. (p3-17) 
1973 Blazer 4x4. Custom 
interior, 5 ton winch, front & 
rear differential, tran. 
smission and 400 C.I. motor, 
all rebuilt, As new within 
past 12 months. $3,500 or 
trade on van or P.U, Phone 
:: 635-3476. (c3-i7) ' . . i '  
1978 Trans Am TA6.6 Special 
edition. AutomaUe, P.:S., 
P.B, Black with gold pin- 
stripping. T top and many 
other extras. Call 53S.3462 
after 6 p.m. (c5-17) 
1971 Mazda" P .U .  Good,,'- 
condition. Call 535-5970. (I)5- .- 
17) 
1953 Classic Chevy, Com- 
pletely restored to im- 
maculate perfection in- 
eluding button-tufted leather 
interior. Rebuilt engine with 
Edelbroek, dual carbs, 
Mallory, lsky, Hurst and 
many chrome accessories, 
Phone 635.5993, 9 a.m, - 3 
p.m, (p10-21) 
19'74 Chrysler Newport. A-I 
condition. Low mileage. 
Must be seen to 'be ap- 
preciated, Best offer over 





NEW-- We Invite you to stop 
and see our new line of 
custom vans from Sundial 
Camper of Canada. These 
vans feature custom exterior 
paint with extremely well 
finished Interiors and 
represent the best of the 
personal vehicle market. 
USED-  1975 Ford F250 
Crew Cab -- low mileage. 7 
ft. box. Excellent buy for 
!arge family or contractor. 
$5500. 
1977 International Terra 
Scout 4x4 pickup. Automatic 
trans. Locking hub, Diesel 
power. $1000. 
1915 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
Cutlass S~..'~, n Wagon. 
Slightly ~13%~e average 
mileage. ~elew average 
price. $36{,0. 
1973 International Travelall. 
Low m Ileage, power 
steering, power brakes. 
Trailer lowing equipment. 
Excellent buy for large 
passenger and cargo 
capacity. S2800, 
1974 Oldsmobile Regency 98. 
Four door, fully equipped, 
new radial tires. $3000. 
1975 GMC 0/, Ton Camper 
Special Pick.up Truck. 8200 
G.V.W. 454 engine, dual 
exhaust, camper package. 
Excellent condition. ¢1S00. 
Dealer no. D1113A. (actf-nll 
635-2033 
5596 I lwy. 16 W. 
197S Datsun P.U,. w-2,000 
engine, Winnebago canopy, 
heavy duty bumper, front 
tire mount. 22,000 mites. Best 
offer. Phone 638-8255 after 5 
p.m. (cffn-n91 
If 




12'X 68 three bdrm. lraller. 
Fully furnished. Joey shack, 
laundry rm. Good condition. 
Set up and skirled In Terrace 
Trailer Court - no. 27. Phone 
36.1246. (p20.n22) 
REPOSSESSED AND 
NEW MOBILE HOMES 
No down payment O.A.C" 
Will fly you Into Van. 
couver all expenses paid. 
Phone collect 437-4311 and 
ask for Mr. Starks. 
(alO.27oct) 
For Sale: 1974 Homco 
Diplomat mobile home. 12 x 
68, 2 bedrooms plus laundry 
room & 6 x 16 [oey shack. Set 
up and skilded at no. 14 in 
Terrace Trailer Court. Will 
sell partially or unfurnished. 




New mobi le  homes 
f rom as low as $100.0£ 
down. O.A.C. 
Set up and del ivered 
trades we lcome.  
Phone  co l lec t  591 
5105. 
L (clf) 
Vanguard Camper. 8'6" 
deluxe. Completely loaded. 
Priced to sell! Phone 635- 
4094. (attn.026) 
TREES 
For pruning, surgery and 
moving eall 
. 635-3281 
and free estimate. (c8-24n) 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
GOLISCH, Leon Clifford 
o.k.a. GOLI$CH, Leo C. late 
of 4011 SparksSt., Terrace, 
D.C. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
said estate(s), are hereby 
required to send them duly 
verified te the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 800 Hornby 
Street, Vancouver, B.C., VGZ 
2C5, before December 13, 
1979, after which date the 
assets of the said estate(s) 
will be distributed, having 
regard only to claims that 
have been received. 
CLINTON W. FOOTE 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
(a4.3,8,15,22) 
12 year old mare. Part 
Morgan. For further in- 
formation call 635-7878. (p5- 
1S) 
90 Hough Leader. 1976 - 2600 
hours. 1976 four wheel drive. 
For the two - T~5,000. Phone 
635-2933. (p10-21)  
Bolen Tractor GI4. Snow 
thrower. Rote Spader. 635- 
356"/. (p3-tT) 
CAR CARE . 
n , r~  Children s Annual celebrates fifth 
. n u,,',~ /- ~, - "~ ..- _ " ~ :-.  "l t~  An idea for a children's Nielsen reopened a market 
" . . . .  ' "  book has blossomed into an for Canadian writers,which 
November 12, 1978 at his astonishing Canadian had completely shut down. 
residence in Terrace. He is S "- " success story. Since the At one time there had been 
(Ernie) Ernest Earl Stevens 
survived by his wife Mary. 
A]so s,rvivedbyfolirsons R r HELPFUL TiPS TO SAVE YOU MONEY]  
Richard, Robert, Michael 
and Douglas all of Terrace. 
Three sisters Marge 
Straga of Reveistoke, Carol 
Packwood of Edmonton and 
Lynn of Surrey. 
EraSe was born in 1933 in 
Edmonton, Alberta. Left at 
a very young age to Langley, 
B.C. Came toTerracein 1952 without sweat: 
taking up residence in 1954. • Engine--Every time it's 
Ernie was a well known 
Warm Weather Driving Tips 
By Patrick Jacqucmart such as Renault's Le Car, 
Automotive Engineer need less pressure. I recom- 
Renault USA 
Warm weat'~er can be as 
hard on your car as on you. 
Here's how to get the best 
mileage performance and 
economy from your car 
appearance 
edition five years ago, sales 
of the Canadian Children's 
Annum have mushroomed 
at an amazing rate."We've 
printed well over fifty thou- 
sand copies of the Canadian 
Children's Annual 1979," 
claims Robert F. Nielsen, 
editor and publisher of the 
book, "and we fully expect 
tuned up, have the me- will break off and allow to sell out by Christmas. 
chanic check ignition tim- 
ing., d istr ibutor points, 
condenser and valve adjust- 
ments. Be sure the spark 
plugs are of the correct heat 
range. Change air and fuel 
filters if necessary. 
2~res--Make sure you./" 
tires are properly inflated. 
Four out of five drivers take 
to the road with underin- 
flated tires. This hampers 
ear handling, increases gas 
use and wears out tires 
faster. Service station air 
pumps are often inaccurate, 
so buy yourself a tire gauge 
and cheek tires once a week 
when tires are "cold." Tire 
engineers recommend 28 to 
30 pounds of air in standard 
American-built cars. Increas- 
ingly popular subcompacts, 
electrician and contractor in 
Terrace and area for thepast 
~6 years. 
Ernie was best known for 
volunteering his help in 
times of need. 
Funeral services will be 
held Wednesday, November 
15, 1978 at 2 p.m. in the 
Salvation Army Chapel, 4637 
Waisb. 
Service to he officiated by 
Lt. Jack Stflckland, Pall 
Bearers are Jim Granger 
(Honorary), Eric Van 
Holdren, Bill Watson, Bob 
Gray, Art Hlushak, Roy 
Clifford and Dave Mallett. 
Internment will take place at 
the new Kitsqmkalum Army 
or flowers accepted. 
(sff14,15) 
mend 24 pounds for front 
tires and 28 for rear. 
Fans--Make sure fan 
belts and accessory drive 
belts are tight and unfrayed 
and that pulleys are proper- 
ly aligned. Too-tight belts 
eat up gas; too-loose belts 
JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CIIINESE FOOD COOK - 
Prev ious exper ience  
required. $1000 per me. + 
MIXOLOGIST - Should have 
experience. $7.12 per hr. 
your battery to run down This will give us total sales 
because of reduced alter- for the annuals of just a 
nator speed or overheating, whisker less than two hun- 
Coolant--The best pro- deed thousand copies." 
tection is a '50-50 ratio of 
coolant and water. , It all began in 1972 when 
AirConditioning--Iteata Nielsen, a Hamilton teach- 
up gas, so use it only when er, started his own publish- 
necessary, ing firm -- Potlatch Public- 
Automatic Transmisaion-- aliens -- to produce his 
Check the fluid level with 
the transmission running biography of football 
and with it in Park. Period- superstar Garney Henley. 
ically change the fluid and "My plan was to publish 
filter, one hook, and then get out 
Oil-Warm weather re- of the  business," says 
quires engine oil that re- Nielsen. "But it was so 
talns its viscosity. For most 
cars I recommend a change successful that I couldn't 
to 10W-20W-50 multigrade resist trying my luck 
oil that exceeds American again." 
Petroleum Institute service The result was the Can- 
standards SE and SD. For smaller cars, like Le Car, it's adian Children's Annual 
best to use multiviscosity 1975. "The procedure was 
oils like SAE 20W-40 for the same," Nielsen recalls. 
easy starting and good lubri- '*! had ten thousand copies 
cation at high temperatures. 
Also be sure to replace the delivered to my basement. 
oil filter when you change But ! had to change my 
WAITRESSES & COCKTAIL 
WAITRESSES - Several 
of the first several periodicals for Can. 
adian children, but they 
had all disappeared. Since 
the appearance of the first 
Canadian Children's An- 
nual in 1974 there has been 
a proliferation ofmagazines 
for Canadian youth. The 
popularity of the annual 
had proven that there was a 
large audience of young 
Canadian readers. 
Nielsen takes pride in the 
fact that more than 170 
Canadian writers have 
appeared in the five ed- 
itions of the Canadian 
Children's Annual. The 
books are "an ideal mar- 
ket" for Canadian writers, 
Nielsen claims. "They are 
guaranteed a huge reader- 
ship right across the 
country, in addition, their 
work is given tender loving 
care by some of the best 
illustrators in 
objecting to some item in 
the annual. I explain to 
them that it 'would be easy 
for me to provide an 
innocuous little book. The 
problem is that it would be 
the of no interest to anyone! To 
gain the attention of my 
readers-- many of whom 
have bee, turned off read- 
ing and are spending their 
time watching Charlie's 
Angels -. ! have to provide 
them with pretty strong 
stuff." 
Nielsen believes that, in 
spite of the fact that he has 
left the classroom, he is 
still a teacher. "Of course 
the ammal is a teaching 
medium!" he insists. "but 
that must be kept a deep 
dark secret from the kids! 
The annual teaches, but it 
does so in a most appealing 
way." 
Nielson tries to account 
for the phenomenal success 
positions open in the Terrace 
area. 
BABYSITTING & 
HOUSEKEEPING - Several 
positions open in the Terrace 
area. Applicants must 
supply two letters of 
reference. 
TURF CARE SPECIALIST - 
Must be experienced in sod 
product ion .  Sa la ry  
negotiable. 
SHOE REPAIRMAN Must 
be fully qualified. $80O+ per 
month. 
BODY REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified |our- 
neyman. $1050 per month. 
MECHANIC'S HELPER - '  
Must have experience and 
own tools. Salary negotiable. 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR - 
Two positions.open 
GROUP HOME RELIEF 
PARENTS - 8 days per 
month. Must be a couple with 
previous experience. $g40 
per month: 
P .E .  TEACHER - Grades 1 
to 7. $1000 per month. 
PRE.SCHOOL TEACHER - 
Must have experience and 
qual. $800+ per month. 
INSTRUCTORS - Recreation 
courses for spring term. $5-6 
per hr. 
LOCUM - Six month position. 
Must have grad. experience 
in internal medicine, 
~psyckiatry and. ,obstetric,. 
, $~000:t~' month.,, ~ ; 
FIRST AID MAN - All-round 
country." 
Nielsen has enjoyed 
great critical success with" 
his annuals. "They have 
been reviewed in all the 
major newspapers. For the 
most part, the reviews have 
been very favorable. I 
certainly don't expect the 
critics to like everything in 
your oil. perspective; the Henley the annuals; they were 
Batteries--lf you have hookwas for Hamiltonians; deliberately designed to 
any doubts about your now l had to start thinking appi~M*to a wide spectrum 
battery, replace it. on a national level. I knew~' ' of tames, so that no matter 
Fol lowing these tips that the idea was a great <'what the interests of a 
shou ld  help your car weather the heat without one, and that the book particular child, there will 
;EPO ER 
HORSE~ 
would do well. There was 
nothing else like it; a big 
fat book for Canadian kids, 
a literary smorgasbord of 
entertaining reading and 
activities." 
be something in the books 
for him or her. Not every- 
one'~an avid reader, so I 
incl~e comics to hook the U 
reluctant onesl Once I get 
them. reading the comics, 
trouble. 
logger, camp job. Must have 
"C" ticket. IWA rate. 
OFFICE ASSISTANT - 50 
wpm typing.. 150 wpm 
shorthand. $946 per month. 
COPY TYPIST - 50-55 wpm 
typing. Short term position. 
$4.00+ per hr. 
PROJECT SUPERVISOR - 
Must have experience in GENERAL OFFICE 
chain link fencing. $13,000 CLERK - Filing, mail, 
typing. Temporary position. 
per yr. $860 per mo. 
AUXILIARY CLERK 
STENO - 4 me. position, 40 
wpm typing and dictaphone. 
$956 per mo. 
GRADER OPERATOR - Cat 
16 grader. Stewart area. 
$1448 per me. 
PROJECT MANAGER 
COMPOSING ROOM Must have 'bookkeeping and 
FOREMAN - Must have nutrition knowledge. $180 per 
thorough knowledge of all week. 
equipment. Salary 
negotiable. SHOE SALES CLERK - 
P rev ious  exper ience  
required. $4.30 per hr. 
PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL 
WORKER Must have CARPENTER - Must have 
Masters in S.W. $1717+ per-own tools. Temporary job. 
month. Contract basis. 
STORING YOUR 
LAWN MOWER 
If you take pride in the way 
your lawn looks, you know 
how important a piece of 
equipment your lawn mower 
is. "Here are some tips from 
the Outdoor Power .Equip- 
ment Institute on doing the 
best for your machine durin 
winter storage. 
1. Drain all the gasoline 
before putting it away. Store 
gas in a strong metal contain- 
er that can't be spilled. Place 
it far from children and com. 
bustible materials. 
2. Store mower where 
children can't play with it 
and pets can't cut themselves 
on blades. 
3. Make sure the engine is 
completely stopped and dis- 
eounected before reaching 
into the blade to clean it. 
Remove spark plugs for extra 
safety when making repairs. 
4. Before the spring mow- 
ing season begins, make an 
appointment with your dealer 
to have the machine serviced. 
It will add to its life. 
5. Remember: safety first. 
Read the owner's manual In 
th(, sl)rhlg to make ,'ore y(. 
reinemher exactly how year 
mower works. 
I f  yOU follow tl.ese t ips ,  
' , , , t ,  ~ l l r ing  ml iy  be the sea-  
.%l.)li ' , l  I . . .  ' . l l v ,  
Dirsot Oompanl Distributorship 
$10,500 part.time, $40,000 full.time earning potential 
Not vending or franchising 
Join a $10 billion dollar industry 
WE PROVIDE 
Exclusive patented products 
Accounts are established 
in your area 
Immediate cash income 




of the annuals. "Carla,sly 
the ha:tic conct~pt of pub- 
lishing a large collection o; 
short pieces for ekildre, 
had great potential. But 
you can't count on that. 
There are other rcasons for 
the great popularity of the 
books, and they have to do 
with my philosophy about 
publishing. I think you can 
get a certain amount of 
mileage out of a Canadian 
book just because it's 
Canadian. But essentially 
you have to compete; you 
have to produce s rcalb/ 
good looking product and 
sell it at a price that 
competes with the thou. 
sands of titles imported 
from abroad." 
"The fact is, the Ca,. 
adian Children's Annual is 
the best book bargain in 
the country, and you know 




Resell option Minimum Investment 
Plan I: $5,990 
Plan 2:$II,~0 
Plan 3:$23,960 
For Information call collect Mr. Casper 
(416)  961.6954 or write 
Classified Agency 
Marketing Department 
180 Bloor Street West 
8th Floor, Toronto, Ontario 
M5S 2V6 
(e3-19,17,20) 
The appearance of that hopefully they will move oh 
SCNSE~ first annual was probably to astory..." ";: ' Public Information Meeting 
~... ' . . . .  the best thing that ever "Speaking of critics," [ 
happened to Canadmn Nie~on continues, occ - 
children's literature, i=, ,ylhear f om pare.Is, on ThornMII Water Referendum 
~== y-~ " LI ~"~~lill l B~ ~ Stanley & Assoc. Engineers, 
,,e0,o,a, o,,,,,o,,,,,*,n0 
I ~J~/~-##oii, OUICKLY CAN YOU F/ND SEVEN | Les Watmough will be in 
I DIIrf'ERENCES IN r~ S~CON~ ~ICTU~ .~ i I ~l~tet~danOe':'Thornhill Communit '  
• 0. . . - , . , - , .d ,o  " l ! ! : ! i : l  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  " save money-- bY. making sure . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~" ": . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "n < "-~-~; '_.._.~'k ~7 your engine is in proper tune. 
Regular tuneups, as recom- 
mended by the car manufac- 
turer, can save you as much as 
• 10 percent on gasoline costs. 
You can save gas-and so 
save money--by making sure 
your engine is lubricated by 
a good synthetic oil. Because 
it lubricates with less fric- 
tion than conventional oil, 
Mobil 1 helps the average car 
go 10 extra miles per tankful 
of gas. Some test cars went 
27 extra miles. 
..." . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... . . . . . . . .  
.~--.--aL=- ~ 
= >% ,-, 
100~!lO¢ ~ i ISn0~lq~)l ~






Thurs., 16 Nov. 1978 
Large Large Large Reward 
Lost from 3300 Thomas. 
Doberman Pincher. One year 
old, wearing choker chain. 
Ears not cut. Answers to the 
name of Dillinger. Reward 
offered. Phone 635-5937 or 
638~!613 (atf) 
WANTED 
]September 1 2, 1978 
Issues of the 
Terrace/Kitimat Daily Herald. 
We will pay $2.00 per copy. 
Must be complete issues. 
Bring to the Terrace/Kitirnat 
i Daily Herald Office. 
mhaim.  
we have  
the  essent ia l  ingred ients  for bu i ld ing  marc  I )ower fu l .  
bet ter - look ing  and  bet ter  se l l ing  ads .  As a S tamps-  
Conha im subscr iber ,  we have the  advantage  of  top -  
f l ight  adver t i s ing  pro fess iona ls  at our  f i .ger t ips  to laelp 
yon.  
;J,*oJI U herald 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now ava i lab le  on our lovely 14 wide and, 
doublewide mobi le homes. You choose your  
decor, and we custom bui ld  to suit. 
Government  grant  of $2500 appl icable.  
Expense paid fare Vancouver  - return .  For 
free cred i t  check and approval  please phone 
collect. 
Parker  Homes of Canada Ltd .  
935-5447 
I i 














By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1978 by G~le..l~O Trd)une,N.V. News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I read that the voters in California 
now have another controversial proposition that is 
causing aheated battle. It's Propeeition 5,having to do 
with smoking. If passed, exactly what will It DO--and 
NOT do? I do not live in California, but there's been 
talk of initiating the same kind of legislation in my 
state. 
LIKES TO SMOKE 
DEAR LIKES: i f  passed, Proposition 5 will: 
Recognize both the right to smoke and the right te 
hreathe clean air. 
Establish noq-smoking and smoking sections In 
restaurants. 
Guarantee non-smokers sknoke-free places of em- 
ployment while providing smoking areas for era. 
ployees who smoke. 
Create smoke-free hospital rooms unless a smoking 
room is requested. 
It will not: 
Prohibit or restrict the sale of tobacco products. 
Regulate smoking outdoors. 
Restrict smelting in designated smoking sections 
indoors. 
Affect smoking in private places. 
Cost the taxpayers money. Instead. it will save tax 
dollars. 
Be carved in granite, since the Initiative allows the 
legislature to amend it with a mere majority vote. 
DEAR ABBY: Our son and daughter.in.law have a 
son (a edlege senior) who announced that he plans to 
marry the girl with whom he has gone for a long time. 
It seems that our son and his wife feel that this girl is 
not right for their son, so they suggested that the young 
couple live together for a year while he is in graduate 
school, hoping the love affair won't survive beyond that 
time. 
This doesn't seem like the right solution to us. What 
do you think? 
PERPLEXED 
DEAR PERPLEXED: Although your son and 
daughter-in-law prefer to have their sou live with the 
girl rather than marry her, the final dedulou will be 
made by the young couple, and not by either the 
parents or the grandparents. (Or me.) 
DEAR ABBY: What in the world do they put on this 
newspaper that causes an instant hay fever attack? 
Two minutes after I start reading my newspaper my 
eyes begin to water, my nose itches and I start o 
sneezel In five minutes I'm weeping. 
Has anyone lse ever complained about his? 
HOWARD E. 
DEAR HOWARD: Much in today's world news would 
make anybody cry. As for your Itching schnozz, maybe 
you have no nose for news. (P.S. An allergist might be 
mare helpful.} 
Horoscope 
What  kind of day will 
today be? To fin~l out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given for 
.your birth sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
You have a tendency to 
sacrifice yourself or others. 
Today's your day --  do 
something nice for yourself. 
TAURUS U~'  
'(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Dust off the charm. You'll 
need every bit of It to wiggle 
out of a ticklish situation that 
could have you mnack in the 
middle of trouble. But you can 
win. 
GEMINI 
(May 22 to June 21) W 
Keep your ears open, and 
you will hear something that is 
of major importance. Listen 
carefully --  the message may 
not he crystal el.ear. In- 
terpretation's needed. 
CANC  
(June 22 to July 23) 
Your head is filled with 
romantic notions that promise 
an enjoyable vening. Don't 
be ashamed to be open and 
honest about your feelings. 
LEO 
(July 24 to Aug. 33)1/~/,'~1~ 
You can expect your past o 
Frances Drake 
be present in some way today. 
It may be just a thought -- or 
something more tangible such 
as a letter or phone call. 
vnr ,  o . ~ 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Now that your grief and 
sense of loss have eased, you 
have only happy memories of 
someone no longer in your life. 
(Sept. 94 to Det. 231 
Willfulness can only result 
in woe, so cool it. Think before 
you speak. You will find a 
diplomatic approach gets you 
just what you want. 
scoRpm m. .~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "vrm 
Your love life has been 
lagging, but things hould pick 
up soon. If you are married, 
anticipate a period of superbly 
smooth sailing with your 
mate. 
~AGrl~ARIUS ~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21) " ~¢~r 
Feelings of inferiority could 
cause you to make a serious 
error. Don't sell yourself 
.~hort. You have a great deal t 
offer - -  keep remindin~ 
yourself. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Once again you are called on 
to lend a helping hand. There 
are many grateful friends who 
simply couldn't get on withoul 
your sympathetic ear. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Today you've got to get 
organized. Your tendency to 
put things off is going to catch 
up with you one of these days. 
When it does -- Wow! 
PLSC~ W~>¢ 
(Feb. 20 to M~.0)  " "~:~ 
Your frivol~" sell takes 
over today, and that means an 
evening that's on the 
bohemian side.., you'll love 
every minute of it. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
creative and imaginative. 
There's a bit of the sleuth in 
your makeup that suggests 
you would be an excellent 
researcher. You can be very 
disciplined on the one hand, 
totally irresponsible on the 
other. Which characteristic 
rules your life will decide your 
future success or lack of it. It 
would be a shame for someone 
with your potential to waste 
talents. Your future could be 
in law, government, the 
military or in the arts. Birth. 
date of: Felix Frankfurter, 
jurist; Georgia O'Keefe, 
painter; Erwin Rommel, 
German World War II 
general. 
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Crosswora 
ACROSS .38 Goddesses DOWN 20 Miscellany 
l Cut short of the l Infant 23 Stravinsky 
4 Expanded seasons 2 Burden 24 Icelandic 
8 - matter 37 Mandate 3 U.S. novelist tale 
12 God of 39 Container 4 Artistic 25 Word with 
heaven 49 Greenland styles toad or house 
13 Architect Eskimo 5 Plowshare 20 Thick slice 
Saarinen 4l Silvery (dial.) 27 Top-notch 
14 Oriental 45 Take to -- 6 German 28 Thin strip 
staple 48 Cowboy spirit: of wood 
15 University 50 Current: --king 29 Indian 
in Pennsyl- comb form 7 Fiercely 32 Edible 
vania 51 Recent rapacious 33 Gully in a 










29 " land of 
the free" 
30 Needlefish 
31 Be idle 
32 Old English 
letter 




53 Deserve 9 Disencumber 35 Concorde, 
54 Emerald 1O Top pilot for one 
Isle 11 -- man 36 Listen 
55 Exclamation 16 Amlmry 38 Sacred image 
Average solution time: 25 rain. 38 Desert 
I~l, [L IL IOlP l~lL IF I  ' IBI plants 
l i lol  ,  NtlOlOl ,, Hence C) E Y TEA t3 Hebrew 
~EIO NL~IIE[TIHIE~R~ patriarch 
~ N ~  I ',EIIBI 44 Its capital 
is l , ome 
45 Three to 
11-3 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
I l l  - - 11 
td i 24 25 
CRYPTOQUIP II-3 
RORSVG OR QKCX KQ SVCXVG 
QONNVS KQ RKNV 
Yesterday's CrylPloquip -- FOND FAMILY HOLIDAY 
SEASON LOOMS AHEAD. 
Giuseppe Today's Cryptoqulp clue: X equals D
46 Exclamation The Cryptoqulp iS a simple SUhatitutiou dpher in which each 
47 Indian Jettor used stands for another. If you think that X equals Oo it 
weight will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
49 Middle East and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
country vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
(abbr.) @ 19"/8 Ki~s Feature= Syndkatel Inc. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Rornita 
r~. tS .~N;eVr -~,y! '~ ,you I~PN'TTHINK 1. ~ BeAu ' rY -~ 
i RAYMONIP HAS Ar.I I~  D THROW A PARTY I i ~ / I q  ABOU_~_TeOAI~T~TRO~Cw~)IC OsTU 
ANNOUNCEMENT TO WITHOUT A R~ASON. :" IT~ ~I~I~A ~ W I I:~AW! I 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterrnan 
~ ~ 0 
the WIZARD OF ID 
~C~ NI:~11~I~, cJ11~. ~" 
J, 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
T~ LF.A~ f--J~E O~ ' "fi~EH FALL ~N IF CNL~ RAIN CDULD I'D I~  GNE HAPP'Y 
AND ~ Ik~l .  FAT, THEY' ~ ~ CO LJK~ T/4AT, f..~lY. 
DOONESBURY 
/41~S, 
ST;4NP YOU PAN OUT OF A 
~17~ A P.~E IN RELO OF 
Y(~X MARATI-ION.I C4ME IN 
/ "Fr.NTH. 
~, : . . ,~  ~t 
TENTtt? S IEP.ff5 ONLY 
{¢~.0/ T~LL ONE #JAY 
IJ~ TIlE 00 IT~ T It.fiN 
6DRY G = //4 5EVSRE R41N 
d 717".1 / 
I 
By Gary Trudeau 
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